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THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF
THE CONDITIONS OF SALE
BIDDING
1. All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Eastern Auctions Ltd. reserves the right to withdraw
any lot prior to sale, to divide a lot or to group two or more.

2. The highest bidder shall prevail at one advance over the next highest bid. Should a dispute arise between

bidders, the decision of the auctioneer as to the successful bidder or the re-offering or resale of the lot in
dispute shall rest entirely in the judgment of the auctioneer. On all lots sold a commission of 15% on the
hammer price will be payable by the buyer. The auctioneer shall regulate the bidding and reserves the
right to refuse any bid believed by him not to be made in good faith.

PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
3. U.S. funds are acceptable only at the equivalent amount shown on the invoice. Visa and MasterCard
are accepted at no extra charge if you include the information on your bid sheet.

4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired under Condition of Sale 8, shall be made

5.
6.

as follows:
A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased and must remit before the lots are sent. A
person known to us, or who furnishes satisfactory references, may at our option have purchases
forwarded for immediate payment. Delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet. Proof by receipt of
sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. Postage and insurance are payable by the buyer.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Eastern Auctions Ltd has received full payment.
Buyers agree to pay for lots as specified above and no credit is extended, a late payment charge of 2% per
month is added to overdue payments, minimum $5.00.

QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described based on individual description as modified by any
specific notations in this catalogue including (but not restricted to) “Key to Cataloguing”.

(a) QUALITY. Any lot, description of which is incorrect, is returnable within forty-five days from

closing date of auction. If the opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, this period will
be extended as noted in Condition 8. All disputed lots must be returned intact in the condition
received. Photographed lots are not returnable on account of centering or perforations. Lots
containing more than twenty stamps, described “as is”, or described as having faults are not
returnable for any reason. Bidders who have had an opportunity to examine the lots prior to the
sale may not return the lots.

(b) AUTHENTICITY. Any lot, which is declared other than genuine by a mutually acceptable
authority is returnable, provided the lot is received within a period of four weeks from the date of
the auction. Proof that a “mutually acceptable authority” declines to express an opinion is not
normally grounds for the return of a lot.
(c) Returns must be made by registered mail.
(d) Lots marked or encapsulated by an expert committee are not returnable for any reason.

EXTENSION OF TIME
8. When an opinion from a mutually acceptable authority is necessary, the buyer shall:
(e) Submit the lot without delay to a mutually accepted authority;
(f) Ensure that advice in writing to this effect be received before the auction.
(g) Remit in full for the lot. The buyer shall be reimbursed in full for any lot declared other than
genuine.
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EXPENSES OF CERTIFICATION
9. Expenses shall be borne by the buyer except where the lot is other than as described and is returned within
the conditions set forth above. Our responsibility is expressly limited to:
(a) The actual cost of the opinion if up to $30.00 or less, or
(b) The cost of the opinion up to 5% of the sale price but not exceeding a maximum of $100.00.
(c) We are not responsible for expenses on the return of any lot.

SALES TAXES
10. The Harmonized Sales Tax is payable by mail bidders residing in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland liable to the tax. Other Canadian residents are liable for the GST. Foreign residents are
liable for GST only on the buyer’s premium.
11. This firm is a subscriber to the ASDA Code of Ethics for Auction firms.

KEY TO CATALOGUING
SYMBOLS & MAJOR ABBREVIATIONS

BP
(-)
R

~
PB
BK
(/)
P
CDS

Mint
Cover
Booklet Pane
Complete Set
Reprint
Literature

Used
Plate Block
Booklet
Incomplete Set
Proof
Circular date
Stamp

E
B
S
F
PS
FDC

Essay
Block of four
Sheet
Forgery
Press Sheet
First Day
Cover

CONDITION
The various grading of stamps are in order; Extremely Fine; Very Fine; Fine and Very Good. In the case of
sets, large blocks, sheets, etc., the condition quoted represents the average and quality above and below this
standard can be expected.
Mixed condition: in large lots, a range of condition can be expected, from small faults to Very Fine.

GUM

NH

LH

OG

PART OG

NH

Never Hinged – unused with original gum in Post Office state and unmounted.

LH

Part OG

Lightly Hinged – unused with full original gum showing some evidence of a
previous hinge.
Original gum – unused with original gum showing some evidence of a previous
hinge, a portion of which may still be present.
Part original gum.

Unused

Unused without original gum (unless gum is mentioned).

Ungummed

Without gum as issued.

OG
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ESTIMATED VALUES
If an estimated cash value is given, it is shown in the description and always indicated by the abbreviation
“Est.”. It is used where the lot is large or where the actual value has little relation to the catalogue price. It
represents the auctioneer’s appraisal of the true CASH value of a lot and the figure is invariably close to the
actual realization. It is useless for mail bidders to list any bids that are only a low proportion of such estimates.

CATALOGUES USED IN LISTING
Current Scott (2005) unless otherwise stated and others as noted in the descriptions.
Unitrade Specialized (2005) used for Canada and the Provinces.
Stanley Gibbons 1840-1852, 2005 edition
Michel 2004
Yvert & Tellier 2005
Van Dam Revenue Catalogue 2000
Webb’s Postal Stationary 2001
Newfoundland Specialized 2002
Facit 2003 Special
Zumstein 2003

SG
MI
Y&T
Van Dam
Webb’s
Walsh
Facit
Zumstein

The catalogue numbers of the contents are given at the beginning of the descriptions, but in bulky lots only the
range of issue is shown. The final column shows the catalogue value of the lot.

BIDDING INCREMENTS
The auctioneer may regulate the bidding at his discretion. However, to assist absentee bidders in establishing
their maximum bid for each lot, the increments shown below will be used in most cases. We recommend that
written bids conform to these increments (those which do not will be reduced to the next level).

BIDDING IS CONDUCTED IN THE FOLLOWING INCREMENTS:
$10 - $50……………….. $2.00 $325 - $750…………… $25.00 $3,250 - $7,500……… $250.00
$55 - $130……………… $5.00 $800 - $1,500…………. $50.00 $8,000 - $20,000…….. $500.00
$140 - $300…………… $10.00 $1,600 - $3,000…..….. $100.00 $21,000 - OVER….... $1,000.00

TELEPHONE BIDS
Bids may be placed during office hours Monday to Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Atlantic Standard Time by
dialing 1 (506) 548-8986 or toll free in North America 1 (800) 667-8267. Bids may also be placed during the
viewing sessions by calling the hotel directly at 1 (902) 422-1391 and asking for (Salon VI). Please note all
telephone bids must be confirmed by mail, e-mail or fax.

FAXING OR E-MAILING YOUR BIDS
You can fax or e-mail your bids 24 hours a day until 11:00 AM A.S.T. on the closing date of the auction.
Fax: 1 (506) 546-6627, or toll free in North America 1 (888) 867-8267.
E-mail address: easternauctions@nb.aibn.com

BIDDING BY MAIL
If you wish to mail your bid sheet please allow at least two weeks for delivery. We often receive mail bids after
the auction closing. These bids are unfortunately nullified. Bidders are urged to phone in their bids and then
mail in their confirmation.
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WEB SITE
You can view this auction on our Web Site at www.easternstamps.com. For your convenience, we have
pictured almost every lot to facilitate your bidding. This will nicely compliment the catalogue due to
constraints presented by a printed format.

AUCTION AGENTS
We are pleased to recommend the following agents:

Mr. Gerald Tucker

23 Alderney Drive, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, B2Y 2N2, Canada
Tel: 1 (902) 423-8254 - Fax: 1 (902) 461-0744
Toll Free Tel: 1 (800) 377-8267
E-mail: seaside@seasidebs.com

Mr. Claude Michaud

P.O. BOX 31248, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 5Y1 Canada
Phone or Fax 1 (902) 443-5912
E-mail: jcm.ph@ns.sympatico.ca

Mr. Harold B. Gordon

5507 Elgin Avenue, Montréal, Québec H4V 2G7 Canada
Tel: (514) 488-0445 - Fax: 1 (514) 486-1028
E-mail: hbgordon@sympatico.com

Jeff Purser & Melissa Wheeler
Purser Associates, Inc.

37 Moody Lane, Danbury, CT, 06811, USA
Tel: 1 (203) 748-2237 - Fax: 1 (203) 792-4982
Bid Toll Free: 1 (800) 225-5129,
E-mail: jpurser@snet.net Web Site: www.pursers.com
Visa, Mastercard & American Express welcomed.

Mr. Charles Cwiakala

1527 S. Fairview Avenue, Park Ridge, IL 60068 USA
Phone or Fax: 1 (847) 823-8747
E-mail: cecwiakala@aol.com

Mr. Frank Mandel

P.O. Box 157, New York, NY 10014-0157 USA
Tel: 1 (212) 675-0819 - Fax: 1 (212) 366-6468

Jean & Tony Lancaster

20 Milner Road, Kinston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT1 2AU, UK
Tel: (44) 020 8547 1220 – Fax: (44) 020 8547 3739
E-mail: jean.lancaster@lineone.net

For Your Online Philatelic Needs
Visit our Ebay Store

http://stores.ebay.com/Eastern-Auctions-Ltd
Ebay User id: easternstamps
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CONSIGNING
Considering selling? Since 1980 we have steadily built a reputation
for outstanding realizations and prompt payment. Our international
mailing list, qualified staff and careful catalogue preparation are all
aimed at achieving maximum return for your stamps.
The stamp market is remarkably strong for postal history, rare
stamps and specialized collections. Increasing demand and the
current shortage can only mean higher prices realized for the seller.
We are currently accepting consignments for our next Public
Auction slated for October 2005. We particularly need specialized
Canada from Pence to Admirals, Modern Errors, NFLD, Provinces
and Postal History. Also required are United States and
Possessions, Commonwealth and Foreign.
If you prefer, outright purchase can be arranged.
We constantly require better single items and complete
collections for our retail stock. If the value warrants,
our buyers will travel to you.
Call Gary J. Lyon or Yohann Tanguay today
to discuss your holdings.
Toll Free in North America.
1 (800) 667-8267
Overseas
1 (506) 548-8986
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Lot #

Catalogue Value

USA

1

B
E

2
3
4

B

5

#1, 3c Liberty Head Experimental Design Set of eight Trial Colour Essays prepared by the
American Bank Note Company, all in blocks of four, and printed on perforated gummed
wove paper, with the printer's security punch and diagonal SPECIMEN overprint in red,
printed in Violet Black, Yellow Green, Blue Green, Orange, Red Orange, Violet, Yellow and
Blue. An attractive and rare set, F-VF NH............................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00
#224, 6c Brown Red Garfield, a wide margined mint single, centered and with fresh colour,
one trivial shorter perf mentioned for accuracy, full original gum, never hinged, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 225.00
#229, 90c Orange Perry, reasonably centered mint single, bright colour, F-VF OG
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 650.00
#230-231, 1c, 2c Columbian Fresh mint blocks of four, with full original gum, never hinged,
F-VF NH.............................................................................................................(Photo) 390.00
#230-241, 1c-$1 1893 Columbian Issue Short set of twelve unused (no gum) stamps, the key
50c & $1 are well centered, some with minor gum stain spots, Fine to Very Fine
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,975.00

6

PB #237, 10c Columbian A post office fresh mint block of four with full printer's imprint in left
sheet margin, full unblemished original gum, never hinged, VF NH............ (Photo) 1,300.00+

7

B

8
9

#343-347, 1c-5c 1908-1909 Imperf Issue Mint set of five imperforate blocks of four, doublelined watermark, nice colours, VF OG ...............................................................(Photo) 310.00
#348-351, 1c-5c 1908-1910 Coil Issues Mint set of four singles, double-lined watermark,
perf 12 horizontally, fresh colours, F-VF LH .....................................................(Photo) 450.00
#348, 1c Green Franklin, double-lined watermark, guide line coil pair, perf 12 horizontally,
fresh, full original gum, Fine NH........................................................................(Photo) 600.00
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Lot #

Catalogue Value

15

#351, 5c Blue Washington, double-lined watermark, a fresh mint coil pair, perf 12
horizontally, F-VF OG........................................................................................(Photo) 475.00
PB #380, 8c Olive Green Washington, single-lined watermark, a fresh top Plate imprint & '4922'
block of four, full immaculate original gum, F-VF NH................................ (Photo) 1,000.00+
#413, 2c Dark Carmine Washington (Flat Press), single-lined watermark, well centered coil
strip of four, perf 8½ vertically, gorgeous fresh colour and with full unblemished original
gum, XF NH .................................................................................................... (Photo) 500.00+
B #464, 3c Violet Washington, perf 10, unwatermarked, fresh mint block of four, full original
gum, F-VF LH ....................................................................................................(Photo) 325.00
#523, $2 Orange Red & Black Franklin, a fresh mint single with full original gum, light
hinge mark, Fine+ LH.........................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#547, $2 Carmine & Black Franklin, a fresh mint single, VF NH....................(Photo) 330.00

16

B

10
11
12
13
14

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

#658-668, 1c-10c 1929 Kansas Issue A complete fresh mint set of eleven, all in blocks of
four, some with plate numbers in selvedge, all have the bottom stamps never hinged, small
hinge remnants at top, F-VF ............................................................................(Photo) 1,490.00
#658-679, 1c-10c 1929 Kansas & Nebraska Issues Both complete used sets of eleven
stamps, 7c Nebr is faulty, rest are Fine to Very Fine ..........................................(Photo) 343.45
B #669-679, 1c-10c 1929 Nebraska Issue Complete mint set of eleven, fresh, all in blocks of
four, all have the bottom stamps never hinged, small hinge remnants at top, F-VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,840.00
#669-679, 1c-10c 1929 Nebraska Overprinted Issue Complete fresh mint set of eleven
stamps, some low values are centered, all with original gum, clean hinge remnant, Fine+ OG
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 342.50
B #1471a, 8c 1972 Christmas Issue Mint block of four, with pink colour omitted, very seldom
seen, VF NH .......................................................................................................(Photo) 560.00
PB #1560a, 10c Gallant Soldier Mint upper right plate number block of four and a mint single,
all with emerald inscription on back omitted. A neat and very seldom seen variety, VF NH
...................................................................................................................... (Photo) 1,000.00+
#1757var, 13c 1978 CAPEX Mint block of eight, showing a dramatic perforation shift (down
15mm), interesting and VF NH................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
B #1786b, 15c 1979 Endangered Flora Issue Mint imperforate block of four, scarce, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#1891, 18c Flag and Anthem Mint Plate 1 coil strip of five, VF NH ...............(Photo) 360.00
#2441b, 25c 1990 Love Complete booklet containing two panes of ten, one pane has the
bright pink colour completely omitted on six stamps and partially missing on two others. A
rare modern error, VF NH ...............................................................................(Photo) 1,800.00
#2567c, 29c Jan E. Matzeliger Black Heritage Series, imperforate mint pair, scarce, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00
#2897a, 32c Flag Over Porch Complete mint sheet of 100 with plate "S22222" inscriptions
in left margin, the sheet shows a transition from perforated 10.4 to imperforate on all four
sides resulting in a total of 23 imperforate pairs plus some partially imperforate, fingerprint
gum disturbance mostly along left and right hand columns, which does not detract from the
eye-appeal of this modern error, VF NH showpiece................................ (Photo) Est. 2,500.00

28

BP #3030c, 32c 1996 LOVE Complete self-adhesive booklet pane of twenty plus label, with red
engraving omitted. A desirable and valuable modern error, VF, 2001 PSE cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 6,500.00

29

#C1-C3, 6c, 16c & 24c 1918 Airmail Issues Mint set of three, centered and fresh, full
original gum, never hinged, VF NH....................................................................(Photo) 420.00
#J28, 50c Bright Claret Postage Due, a nice mint single with original gum, hinge remnant,
Fine+ OG ............................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#K15, $1 on 50c Light Violet Franklin, a fresh mint single with original gum, two small
hinge remnants, Fine+ OG..................................................................................(Photo) 575.00
#K16, $2 on $1 Violet Brown Franklin, a lovely fresh mint single with full original gum,
very lightly hinged, Fine+ LH ............................................................................(Photo) 450.00

30
31
32
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Lot #
33

Catalogue Value
#PR37, 8c Grey Black Newspaper Special Printing on hard white paper, unused single with
straight edge at foot, tiny pinpoint thin spot, F-VF 2003 PF cert........................(Photo) 750.00

34

35

34

#PR39, 10c Grey Black Newspaper Special Printing on hard white paper, unused without
gum as issued, with fresh colour, scissor separated at foot, Fine, 2003 PF cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,150.00

35

#PR80, 2c Intense Black Newspaper Special Printing on hard white paper, unused single
from top edge of the sheet, possessing large part original gum (scarce thus), small tear at UL
and trivial wrinkle, Fine+ OG, 2003 PF cert....................................................(Photo) 1,250.00

36

#PR92, 4c Intense Black Newspaper, rich colour, unused single with shallow thin spots at
top, F-VF, 2003 PF cert. .....................................................................................(Photo) 475.00
#PR94, 10c Intense Black Newspaper on soft wove paper, mint single with original gum,
tiny thin spot and vertical crease, otherwise a scarce stamp, Fine OG, 2003 PF cert.
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 900.00
#R32b, 10c Blue Bill of Lading, part perforated manuscript cancelled single, F-VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 325.00
#R34eb, 10c Ultramarine Contract, part perforated unused single, very scarce, VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 450.00
#RW2, $1 Rose Lake Fresh mint single from top edge of the sheet, full original gum, never
hinged, F-VF NH ................................................................................................(Photo) 700.00
USA - GUAM #11, 50c Orange Jefferson, mint single with original gum (dulled as usual),
Fine OG ..............................................................................................................(Photo) 350.00

37
38
39
40
41

42

USA - RYUKYU ISLANDS #1/RQ8, Extensive Mint 1948-1972 Collection Housed in
Lighthouse hingeless album pages (the revenues on blank pages), complete mint from 1951 to
1972. The majority of the stamps are never hinged. Noted 1948-1949 Issue set of 7 (First
Printing NH), #14, 15, 16A, 16B, C9-C13, C14-C18, plus the (1971) unissued 4c Iriomote
park (NH), a strong revenue section, which includes 1952 1y to 100y (NH), 1958 1c to 50c
and $5 (all issued without gum), 1959-1969 1c to $10 (NH), Unemployment Insurance 1961
4c, 1968 8c (NH), 1967-1972 Surcharge set of three (NH), etc. An excellent collection for
continuation on this popular US Possession, VF NH/LH Scott 2003 US$3,844.
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,500.00

43

AITUTAKI #37/O16, Mint Collection All in glassines and virtually complete between 1972
and 1980 including souvenir sheets and panes, VF NH................................................... 390.60
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Lot #

Catalogue Value

AUSTRALIA

45
44

S

44

46

#14, £1 Ultramarine & Brown Kangaroo, watermark Wide Crown & Wide A, lovely fresh
colour mint single, almost very fine centering, lightly tropicalized original gum, F-VF OG
(SG 15 £1,200).................................................................................................(Photo) 1,800.00

45

#42, 1sh Blue Green Kangaroo, Wide Crown and Narrow A watermark, well centered and
fresh mint single with full original gum, VF+ NH (SG 28; for hinged £140).....(Photo) 350.00

46

#126, 5sh Yellow & Grey Kangaroo, Crown and C of A Multiple watermark, a fresh and
centered mint single with full original gum, VF NH (SG 135; for hinged £120)
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00

47

AUSTRIA #380, 10s Dark Blue Dollfuss, well centered single tied on piece by Baden &
Wien 1937 CDS postmark, VF+ .........................................................................(Photo) 850.00

48

AUSTRIA 1850-1980 Mint and Used Collection Stockbook as received with many dozen
different stamps, noted some early issues, mostly used (some small flaws to be expected),
good section of semi-postals with 1950 Plebiscite mint set of three, 1953 3s Airmail, etc.
Good basis for continuation and mainly Fine or better throughout........... (Photo) Est. 250.00+
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Mint and Used Selection on Cards Several mid priced
sets and singles, mainly mint, noted Australia 1915 2d grey mint, 1935 £1 grey used (tiny
corner crease), 1937 3p Due mint, 1931 2p OS mint, Bermuda 1938 10sh mint and 12sh6p
(NH) both perf 14, Dominica 1921 Scenes issue mint, Gibraltar 1938 3p blue perf 14, mint,
Hong Kong 1925 $5 used, 1938 30c olive bistre mint, Nauru 2sh6d Seahorse mint, New
Zealand 1942 2p Official perf 12½, mint, Norfolk and Montserrat, plus various
Commonwealth countries with the 1986 Royal Wedding imperforates, etc. Mainly F-VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

49
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Lot #
50

Catalogue Value
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Mint and Used Collection as Received Several dozen
different stamps mounted or on stockpages, several Colonies represented such as Aden,
Ascension with 1922 & 1924 8p, both used with CDS, mint 1934 2sh6p & 5sh, 1938 3p ultra
and 1944 10sh, Antigua, with some earlies in mixed condition, some 1903-1920 Seal of
Colony issues, including mint 1913 5sh GV, 1922 £1 GV, 1932 5sh Ship, Bahamas with 1926
5sh GEV mint single with '2' numeral tablet in margin (brown gum; NH), Basutoland with
mint 1933 Definitive issue set of ten, 1961 "R1" (Type I) surcharged plate imprint block,
Brunei, Cook Islands, Dominica, North Borneo, PNG, St. Kitts-Nevis, with mint 1929 5sh
(NH), etc. Nice condition throughout, F-VF............................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

FAROE ISLANDS

52
51
51

4o blue Diagonal bisect alongside Denmark 5o green, tied by Thorshavn (18.1.1919) CDS
postmark on small piece, attractive, VF, 2000 APS cert. (Facit 4,000Skr)
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00

52

#1, 2o on 5o Green Well centered mint single with large part original gum, VF OG, 1990
Lasse Nielsen cert. ...........................................................................................(Photo) 1,100.00

53

#1, 2o on 5o 1919 Mixed Franking Cover Handstamped surcharge single, alongside
Denmark 5o (#97), tied by Thorshavn (16.1.19) CDS postmark on locally addressed cover,
scarce and VF, 1980 Kaiser cert. (Facit 4,500Skr) ..................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#1, 2o on 5o 1919 Mixed Franking Cover Single with handstamp surcharge alongside
Denmark 5o green, tied by Vaag (24.1.1919) CDS postmark on cover (slightly reduced at
left), sent to Thorshavn, with LAST DAY (31.1.1919) CDS receiver backstamp, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#2-6, 20o on 1o to 60o on 6o 1940-1941 Surcharged Issue Set of five tied by Thorshavn
(2.10.43) CDS postmarks on Map of the Islands illustrated envelope, addressed locally, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#7/151, Mint 1975-1986 Collection Virtually complete collection (missing 1985 Aircrafts)
on Lighthouse hingeless album pages, VF NH ................................................................ 177.00
FRANCE #329, 5c-50c 1937 PEXIP Fresh mint souvenir sheet of four, full original gum,
light hinge marks in margin, VF LH...................................................................(Photo) 225.00
GERMAN S.W. AFRICA #13-25, 3pf-5m 1900 Kaiser's Yacht Issue Complete fresh mint
set of thirteen stamps, unwatermarked, F-VF OG/LH ........................................(Photo) 341.00

54

55
56
57
58

59

GIBRALTAR #64, £1 Violet & Black on Red King Edward VII, neatly tied by oval
Gibraltar (14 AP 10) registration cancel on clean registered cover to Germany, with Plymouth
(AP 21), London registered (22 AP 10) in blue transit backstamps and Pforzheim receiver
backstamp. A clean and rare single franking cover, VF (SG 64 £1,650)
.............................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

E-Mail us easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
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GREAT BRITAIN
60

1856-1970 Used Collection Several hundred stamps, mostly different and mainly used
including plates, printings, and watermark varieties from early surface-printed issues to
1970. Noted a wide range of cancels, including many Offices Abroad, notably in the British
Levant, Malta, etc. Better stamps noted, such as 1856 6p (3), 1857 4p (2), 1862 6p (2), 1865
3p (2), 4p (13), 6p (2), 1867 3p (9), 6p (2), 1sh (4), 1869 6p (4), 1873 3p (9), 6p grey (P12),
6p grey (5), 1sh (3), 1876 2½p claret (18), 2½p blue (8), 1881 3p, well represented from
1890's up to 1970, with several Seahorses issues, including 1915 5sh (DLR), 1919 10sh (4),
etc., a nice display of Wilding and Castles Issues. Small flaws in places but noted many
nicely cancelled stamps, mainly Fine or better throughout. High catalogue value.
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

61

#1/175a, Used 1840-1913 Accumulation Several dozen stamps, all identified on pages and
virtually all cataloguing over $50, including plates, cancels, printings, etc. Many stamps are
in sound condition. Noted better stamps such as 1840 1p (9), 2p (6), 1841 2p (3), 1847 1sh,
1854 6p, 1856 6p (3), 1862 3p, 1sh (2), 1865 9p, 1867 9p, 10p, 5sh, 1873 6p, 1877 4p olive
green (P15) St. Thomas Virgin Islands cancel, 1876 8p orange, 1883 2sh6p (3), 1884 4p (2),
5p, 5sh (4), 10sh, 1891 £1, 1902 2sh6p, 5sh, 10sh, 1913 2sh6p, 5sh, 5sh (DLR), 10sh (DLR),
etc., also includes a mint 1870 1½p "Plate 1". Small faults and toning to be expected, but
mainly Fine throughout. Scott 2005 US$17,500.................................... (Photo) Est. 3,000.00+

62

#1, 1840 PENNY BLACK COLLECTION Lovely selection of 82 stamps, the majority are
plated and mounted on pages, also includes eight 1p red-brown the were printed from the
"black" plates, condition varies from small faults to Very Fine, Scott US$20,500+ for Penny
Blacks only, a desirable lot ...................................................................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00

63

#3, 1841 ONE PENNY RED COLLECTION A comprehensive specialized collection as
received, over 5,000 stamps, some have been plated, the rest are all arranged by corner letters
position on stockpages, noted several different of the scarce numbered Maltese Cross
cancellations (total of 27). Wide range of cancels, printings, etc., a great lot worthy of
further study and suitable for specialization. Some usual small faults, mainly sound with
loads of F-VF stamps. Scott US$88,910. ............................................... (Photo) Est. 7,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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64

#4/30, 1841-1869 TWO PENNY BLUE COLLECTION Collector's specialized collection
mounted on pages all identified by plate numbers and printings, starting with the 1841
imperforates (99); watermark Small Crown, 1854 perf 16 (8); watermark Large Crown, 1858
perf 16, thin lines (4), 1858-1859 perf 14 Plate 7 (6), Plate 8 (7), Plate 9 (34), Plate 12 (3),
1869 Thinner Lines Plate 13 (11), Plate 14 (18), Plate 15 (13). Condition varies from mixed
to Fine or better, wide range of cancels including some Maltese Cross, some with numerals in
centre, Used Abroad, etc. A useful lot for further study and specialization with many better
items. Scott is US$11,090. for normal used stamps only....................... (Photo) Est. 3,000.00+

65

#8/20, 1854-1857 PENNY RED COLLECTION Collector's specialized collection of
several hundred, all identified by issue on leaves and stockpages. Noted watermark Small
Crown 1854 perf 16 (60), 1855 perf 16 re-engraved (12), 1855 perf 14 (12), 1855 perf 14 reengraved (27); watermark Large Crown 1855 perf 16 re-engraved (3), 1855 perf 14 reengraved (106), 1856 perf 14 re-engraved on white paper (931) and 1857 perf 16 re-engraved
on white paper (7). Wide range of cancellations, plus some inverted watermarks, etc.
Condition varies as to be expected from mixed to Fine or better. Potential for some better
finds. A useful lot of this interesting issue. Scott US$21,776................ (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+

66

67

#33, 1864 PENNY RED COLLECTION Approx 7,000
used stamps, as received, all divided by Plate numbers and
mounted in an old-time thick album from the early 1900's.
Condition throughout varies from mixed to Very Fine as
to be expected with this kind of lot, but offers a nice
opportunity for better findings. Scott catalogue value over
US$34,000. ...................................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00

#33, 1864 PENNY RED COLLECTION Many hundreds of stamps, all sorted by plates and
mounted on pages and stockpages, wide range of cancels and shades, the majority of all the
plate numbers are represented. Small flaws are to be expected. A great opportunity for the
collector wishing to study this challenging issue. Condition is mainly Fine throughout. Scott
2004 US$10,570. ................................................................................................ Est. 1,500.00+
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68

IRELAND #77a-79a, 2sh6p, 5sh & 10sh George V Seahorse Issue Set of three mint
vertical se-tenant pairs, showing the '1922' wide and narrow spacing overprint, centered,
2sh6p and 10sh are never hinged with traces of gum toning, the 5sh is fresh mint hinged. An
attractive Irish key set, VF............................................................................ (Photo) 2,325.00+

69

NORFOLK ISLAND #13/474, Clean 1953-1989 Collection Well represented for the period
covered (only a few sets missing; 1959 Ball Bay re-issue, 1987-1988 Definitive Issue and
1987 WWF strip), all housed on Kabe hingeless album pages (some pencil notation; retail
$100 as new). A nice collection, VF NH ......................................................................... 504.60

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON

70

#1/Q4, Impressive Mint and Used 1885-1994 Collection Housed in a large stockbook and
two binders, starting with 1885 First overprinted Issue and continuing to modern 1990's, with
substantial Airmails, Postage Dues, etc. Includes a wealth of better mint singles, such as 1885
05c on 35c, 1891 30c, 35c, 75c, 1fr, 1892 Postage Due up to 60c, 1900 15c grey, 1917 10c
Colis Postaux, double overprint, 1932-1933 Definitive set (appears all NH), 55 different mint
FRANCE LIBRE issues, including the 1942 Postage Due Noel set of ten, 1942 Schooner
Issue, imperf single in dark green with value omitted, gummed and NH, well represented
thereafter, a good selection of trial colours (singles, pairs, strips), including 1972 Fishes set of
four strips of five, 1974 Weather strips of five (3), a substantial 1960's-1980's corner mint
blocks of four, including 1969 200fr Ship Airmail, 1971 Ships, 1971 Rally of Free French,
1971 De Gaulle, plus many imperfs (mostly corner of sheet or margin imperf singles), with
1962 500fr Surcouf LR corner single, 1973 10fr Aircraft Airmail sheet of 10, 1974 Weather
part sheet of 15, 1974 Blood Donors sheet, 1974 2fr Arms sheet of 10, plus some used
throughout, including 1885 05c on 35c, 5c on 4c, 1891 15c on 40c, 1901 10c Colis Postaux,
1942 Semi-Postal set of two in pairs. Quality is consistently nice throughout, with very few
small flaws, with the vast majority of the mint stamps being never hinged from the late 1950's
to 1990's. Excellent basis for continuation on this popular French Colony, overall condition is
Fine to Very Fine, Scott over US$12,600 ................................................ (Photo) Est. 7,500.00
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71

72

73

74
75

Catalogue Value

P

#366/J76, Deluxe Die Proofs Collection An attractive selection of 62 different Die Proofs,
mostly 1980's-1990's period, where we noted better issues, such as 1947 10fr Postage Due
sunken die proof, 1972 100fr De Gaulle Airmail, 1986 Liberty Overprints complete set of 15
die proofs, 1987 Fishery Resources se-tenant set proof with 1.10fr & 1.50fr and also three
limited edition Die Proofs, all artist signed and sunk on card; 1987 10fr Aircraft in red, 1987
5fr Yacht in green and 1987 2.20fr Dunan in blue. A desirable lot, VF (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
Interesting Cover Lot A nice and varied lot of FDC's, commercial mails and First Flights.
Noted 31 commercial covers, mostly modern, including two (one is registered) 1926
Provisional Post Paid "PP 030" handstamped covers, 14 First Flight (1948) cacheted cover to
Montreal, with various issues and rates, approx. 125 unaddressed FDC's, covering 1942-1990
period, with better such as 1969 Buildings, 1969 Pierre Loti, 1970 Explorers, 1970 Osaka
Expo, 1971 Rally to Free French, etc. A great lot, F-VF .......................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
SIERRA LEONE #102, £1 Violet & Black on Red Edward VII, well centered single tied by
neat Freetown (SP 24 12) CDS postmark on registered cover, sent to Germany, with London
registration (7 OC 12) transit backstamp in red and Koetzschenbroda receiver backstamp.
A rare single franking cover, VF (SG 111 Unpriced on cover) ................ (Photo) Est. 750.00+
SWEDEN Lighthouse Hingeless Album Deluxe 2-post album in green, with 1855-1969
hingeless pages, plus back-of-book section, some light pencil notation on each page, which
can be erased, otherwise F-VF..................................................................................Est. 100.00
TOKELAU ISLANDS #9/177a, Clean 1967-1990 Collection Housed on Kabe hingeless
album pages (pencil notations; retail $50 as new), complete for the period covered, VF NH
......................................................................................................................................... 174.00
76

77

VATICAN CITY #1/Q15, Clean Mint 1929-1983
Collection Housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album
(pencil notations on pages; retail $300 as new), well
represented throughout with only a few sets missing.
Noted the 1952 50L Stagecoach souvenir sheet, key
1948 to 1953 Airmails (NH), etc. Mint never hinged
from 1952 and thereafter, earlier items are lightly
hinged, F-VF NH/LH ......................(Photo) 2,577.00

WORLDWIDE Mint and Used Selection on Cards Several different countries are
represented with better items throughout such as Austria mint C12-C31, used #127, Belgium
used Q15, Crete mint #74-82, Germany mint NH #363-365, 436-441, 686, used C46-C56
(two sets), Berlin used #9N41, Italy mint #367-376, Macao mint #353-360, Portugal mint
#717-720, Iceland used sets, etc. Mainly F-VF.........................................................Est. 400.00
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X72

73

PROVINCES

78

Two 1851 Stampless Covers Folded lettersheet bearing a lovely unframed "HALIFAX /
PAID / AUG 23 / 1851 / NOVA SCOTIA" tombstone and "9e" handstamp, both in orange,
sent to New York, via St. John N.B. with transit backstamp and New Brunswick V R 1851
Exchange Mail datestamp. Also bright and fresh folded lettersheet originating from St. John
N.B. (April 30, 1851), sent to Philadelphia, with unusual straightline "STEAM" handstamp
and clear red Boston 10cts 3 May transit postmark, VF ........................... (Photo) Est. 350.00+

79

New Brunswick Stampless Cover Lot Selection of eleven (total 13) stampless covers all
from the 1840's in separate sleave with detailed description of the cover, mostly mailing
within the province, with various makings, including OHMS and datestamps, also includes a
1863 Upper Canada PAID 5 cover to Ancaster, C.W. and a US stampless cover. Generally
Fine or better............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00+
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

80

B

81
82
83

84
85

#2, 2½p Dull Rose Queen Victoria, a remarkable mint inter-panneau gutter block of eight,
rich colour, reinforced tear on R1/3 stamp and perf fault on R2/3 stamp, full clean original
gum, leaving three stamps never hinged (very scarce thus). A great showpiece, Very Good
centering NH/OG ex. "Mayfair" find. Catalogue value is for singles ........... (Photo) 4,500.00+
#2, 2½p Dull Rose Queen Victoria, perf 14, nicely centered used single with large portion of
the rare Dietz & Nelson's / B.C. & V. Express handstamp cancel in blue, attractive, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#2, 2½p Dull Rose Queen Victoria, a nice used single with oval grid '1' in black from New
Westminster and neat San Francisco Cogwheel cancel, Fine ..................... (Photo) Est. 350.00
Dietz & Nelson's B.C. & V. Express Handstamp tying three 2½p rose pair and singles
(faulty) on 3c pink entire (soiled and creased), with very scarce WELLS, FARGO & Co.
IDAHO CITY I.T. and COLLECT in oval, all markings are in blue, also with manuscript
"1.00", Fine appearance, ex. Dale-Lichtenstein, 2004 Greene Foundation cert.
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+
#4, 10c Blue Queen Victoria, watermark Crown CC, imperforate with full margins, unused,
light vertical crease at left and two tiny closed tears in lower left margin, otherwise VF
appearance .......................................................................................................(Photo) 2,250.00
#7, 3p Blue Coat of Arms, perf 14, watermark Crown CC, a fresh mint single, nicely centered
for the issue, possessing full original gum, light hinge mark. A lovely stamp, Fine+ LH, 2005
AIEP cert. ....................................................................................................... (Photo) 300.00+
#7, 3p Slate Grey SPIRO Brothers lithographed forgery full sheet of 25, perf 11, unused. The
only sheet we have seen, Fine..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00

86

FS

87

S

#8, 2c on 3p Brown Coat of Arms, perf 14, watermark Crown CC, an impressive complete
left pane of sixty stamps, with partial '26' number in top selvedge (slightly trimmed on two
sides), full original gum, 45 stamps are never hinged, gum crease and toning spot on three
stamps mentioned for accuracy only, quite negligible for this exceedingly rare and UNIQUE
intact sheet, Fine+ NH/OG Unitrade $22,500 for Fine OG, ex. Dale-Lichtenstein
............................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 15,000.00+

88

FS

#8, 2c on 3p Brown SPIRO Brothers lithographed forgery full sheet of 25, perf 11, unused.
Only second full sheet we have seen (other is damaged), Fine................... (Photo) Est. 600.00
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89

#10, 10c on 3p Lilac Rose Coat of Arms, perf 14, watermark Crown CC, a handsome key
mint single, well above typical centering for the issue, lovely fresh colour and possessing
large part original gum. A truely tough stamp to find in superior quality, F-VF OG, 1989
BPA cert. .........................................................................................................(Photo) 4,500.00

90

#14, 5c on 3p Bright Red Coat of Arms, perf 12½, watermark Crown CC, a remarkable mint
single, nicely centered for the notoriously difficult stamp, fresh colour and possessing large
part original gum, lightly hinged. As nice as they come, Very Fine LH, 1989 BPA cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 5,000.00

91

92

93

91

#15, 10c on 3p Lilac Rose Coat of Arms, perf 12½, an attractive and key mint single, nice
centering, usual irregular perforations, normally seen on the 1869 issue, with full original
gum, F-VF OG.................................................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

92

#15, 10c on 3p Lilac Rose Coat of Arms, perf 12½, watermark Crown CC, normal Fine
centering for the issue, unused. A truly difficult stamp to find in Fine condition
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

93

#15, 10c on 3p Lilac Rose Coat of Arms, perf 12½, better than usual centering for the issue,
used with part Victoria CDS postmark, small thin at upper right corner, otherwise Fine
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

94

#16, 25c on 3p Orange Coat of Arms, perf 12½, mint single with nice fresh colour, usual
centering for the issue, full original gum, light gum crease, Fine OG .............(Photo) 1,875.00
#16, 25c on 3p Orange Coat of Arms, perf 12½, well centered used single with Victoria CDS
postmark, F-VF...................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00
#16, 25c on 3p Yellow Orange SPIRO Brothers lithographed forgery full sheet of 25, perf
11, unused. The only full sheet we have seen, Fine .................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00

95
96

FS
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98

97

99

97

#17, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 12½, mint single with bright colour, usual centering
for the issue and small part original gum, Fine OG .........................................(Photo) 2,500.00

98

#17, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 12½, gorgeous fresh colour, nicely centered for the
issue, used with oval grid '35' in dark blue from Victoria, pretty, F-VF....... (Photo) 1,000.00+

99

#17, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 12½, a well centered and fresh used single with
centrally struck oval grid '1' in black from New Westminster, choice, VF... (Photo) 1,000.00+

100

#18, $1 on 3p Green Coat of Arms, perf 12½, a gorgeous mint single with brilliant fresh
colour, superior centering for the issue, and possessing full original gum, light hinge mark.
A great stamp, F-VF LH ..................................................................................(Photo) 4,500.00

101

#18, $1 on 3p Green Coat of Arms, perf 12½, watermark Crown CC, an impressive mint
single with gorgeous post office fresh colour, nicely centered for the issue and possessing full
original gum, lightly hinged. A great stamp in all respect, F-VF LH, 1976 RPSL cert., 1996
BPA cert. .........................................................................................................(Photo) 4,500.00

102

103

102

#18, $1 on 3p Green Coat of Arms, perf 12½, a very scarce used single with black oval
cancellation, tiny invisible closed tear at foot mentioned for the record, Fine and attractive
with CDS postmark in black ............................................................................(Photo) 1,800.00

103

#18, $1 on 3p Green Coat of Arms, perf 12½, well centered for the issue, bright fresh colour,
used with part numeral grid cancellation, F-VF...............................................(Photo) 1,800.00
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NEW BRUNSWICK
104

1825 Stampless Cover to Malta Entire folded lettersheet from St. John dated 6th June 1825,
addressed to Malta, rated '1N4' manuscript and framed "DEAL / SHIP LETTER" handstamp
and double ring ( G / 6 AU / 1825) transit backstamp in red. A very rare destination, ideal for
exhibition, VF ........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
1815 Incoming Stampless from Jamaica Entire folded lettersheet, from Spanish Town
(Jamaica) dated 8th May 1815, addressed to St. John, New Brunswick, rated '9' manuscript
and with neat unframed Halifax (JU 21 1815) transit datestamps with four small circles. An
appealing and rare item, F-VF .................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00

105

106

#1, 3p Bright Red Heraldic on bluish paper, a choice mint single with clear to large margins,
part original gum. A very difficult stamp to find in mint condition, signed A. Diena, VF OG,
1985 BPA cert..................................................................................................(Photo) 4,500.00

107

#1b, 2, 3p Half used as 1½p, 6p Bisected Combination Franking Cover Diagonal bisect,
touching at one corner along with 6p olive yellow tied by clear and neat oval "8" grid
cancellations in blue from Chatham, on cover and paying the correct 7½p rate to England. An
eye-appealing cover in choice condition, VF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 7,500.00

108

P

109

PB

110

PB

111

PB

112

P

#5, 5c Brown Charles Connell, plate proof pair on card mounted india paper, choice, XF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#5P, 5c Brown Connell, top margin plate proof block of four, on card mounted india paper.
A choice multiple of this popular proof, XF ....................................................(Photo) 1,200.00
#6Piii, 1c Dark Violet Locomotive, plate proof block of four on india paper with horizontal
"SPECIMEN." (Type B) in red, VF.................................................................... (Photo) 340.00
#6TC, 1c Reddish Orange Locomotive, trial colour plate proof block of four on india paper,
small natural india thin and pinhole on UR stamp, otherwise VF, a scarce proof
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#9TCDP, 10c Deep Bluish Green Queen Victoria, trial colour die proof (stamp size; with
clear margins on all sides) on india paper, from the composite die proofs, rarely seen, Fine
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
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NOVA SCOTIA

113

114
115

#1, 1p Red Brown Queen Victoria on bluish paper, an impressive unused single with four
large even margins, nice fresh colour. A great stamp for the condition conscious collector,
XF, 1994 Brandon cert.....................................................................................(Photo) 4,000.00
B

#1, 2, 5, 1p, 3p & 6p Pence Issue Reprints on thin hard white paper, ungummed, including
1p top margin single, 3p blue block of four and 6p dark green margin block of four, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#2, 3p Blue Heraldic on blued paper, small margins, just clear on one corner, nice colour,
used with centrally struck oval "5c." Baddeck handstamp cancellation in black. Attractive and
F-VF.......................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+

116

#2a, 5, 3p half used as 1½p & 6p Bisected Combination Cover Both stamps with small to
full margins and tied by oval mute grid cancellations to small envelope sent to Leicester,
England, with partial Nova Scotia 1859 double split ring cancel and clear receiver backstamp
(OC 31 59). Certificate mentions a tiny surface thin on upper left portion of 2a, which is
really a trivial scuff spot, hardly noticeable and of no importance for this rare bisected cover,
VF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert....................................................................(Photo) 3,750.00

117

#3, 3p Dark Blue Heraldic on deep blue paper, large margined horizontal pair, used with
light grid cancellations, light vertical crease entirely between stamps, signed A. Diena,
choice, VF+ ..................................................................................................... (Photo) 600.00+
#3, 3p Dark Blue Heraldic, on deeply blued paper, four large margins, tied by oval grid, with
very scarce Shubencadie (June 27 1854) backstamp, sent to Maitland, VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00+

118
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119

#4, 6p Yellow Green Heraldic on blued paper, a spectacular mint single, possessing four
unusually large margins, lovely bright fresh colour and crisp impression, with large part
original gum. Without any doubt among the finest in existence, XF OG, 1963 BPA cert and
2004 PF cert. ex. Cornwallis, Mayer .............................................................(Photo) 10,000.00

120

#4, 6p Yellow Green Heraldic on blue paper, a wonderful used single with adequate to large
margins, used with neat oval grid cancel and first half straightline "PAID" (italic) handstamp
in black. A great stamp with eye-appeal, VF ex. Dale-Lichtenstein ............... (Photo) 800.00+
#4, 6p Yellow Green Heraldic with four clear and ample margins tied by oval mute grid
cancel on refolded cover to New York with St. John (MY 10 1852) transit backstamp. A
pretty cover, F-VF ...........................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

121

122

123

122

#6, 1sh Reddish Violet Heraldic on blue paper, a beautiful four margined used single with
rich colour and crisp impression, light unobtrusive grid cancellation. A great stamp in all
respects, VF+, 1948 RPSL cert........................................................................(Photo) 7,000.00

123

#6b, 1sh Deep Purple Heraldic on blued paper, true rich colour, with even large margins all
around, used with bold grid cancellation. A difficult stamp to obtain in premium condition,
XF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert., ex. Burrus ............................................. (Photo) 7,000.00+

124

#6i, 1sh Reddish Violet Heraldic, four large margins, used with papermaker's watermark,
showing portion of the letter "D" of "T.H. SAUNDERS", light grid cancellation, indelible ink
mark on reverse (previous owner's handstamp). Very seldom offered in choice condition, VF,
2001 Greene Foundation cert.........................................................................(Photo) 12,000.00
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P PB #8TCv, 1c Green Queen Victoria, trial colour plate proof imprint block of four on india
paper, natural india thin at top, VF ............................................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00
P PB #8TCviii, 1c Dark Green Queen Victoria, trial colour plate imprint proof block of four on
india paper, with diagonal "SPECIMEN" (Type C) overprint in red, VF... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#8DP, 1c Black Queen Victoria, Large Die Proof on india paper (33x44mm) with die "95"
number and "AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO." imprint at foot, XF, 2004 AIEP cert.
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

128

PB #8c, 1c Black on White Paper Queen Victoria, mint block of six, with full imprint in left
sheet margin, imperforate vertically, centered for this error, full original gum, never hinged,
tiny characteristic gum skip spot on UL stamp (negligible). Very rare and ideal for exhibition,
VF NH ................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

129

B

130
131

#8c, 1c Black Queen Victoria, a fresh mint never hinged block of four, imperforate vertically,
well centered for this variety. Very scarce and choice, VF NH............... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
P PB #10TC, 5c Black Queen Victoria, trial colour plate imprint proof block of four on india
paper, faint toning spots on top stamps (negligible), VF ................................. (Photo) 400.00+
P PB #10TCv, 5c Black Queen Victoria, trial colour plate imprint proof block of four, with
diagonal "SPECIMEN" (Type C) overprint in gold (discolored as usual), VF (Photo) 500.00+

132

PS

#13Pi, 13Pii, 13Piii, 12½c Black Queen Victoria, plate proof sheet of 100, with ten
positional imprints in sheet margins, and with all three types of diagonal SPECIMEN
overprints in red; Type B, 21mm Thin (52), Type C, 21mm Thick (40) & Type D, 23mm (8).
The only remaining sheet in private hands. A great showpiece, XF................(Photo) 7,550.00

133

P PB #13TCix, 12½c Orange Queen Victoria, trial colour plate imprint proof block of four on
india paper, tear in selvedge only, otherwise VF ................................................(Photo) 360.00

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

134

135

#2, 3p Blue Queen Victoria, perf 9 on yellowish paper, a gorgeous fresh and choice mint
single, unusually well centered for the issue with full intact perforations and possessing large
part original gum. A difficult stamp that will satisfy the perfectionist, XF OG GEM 1996
BPA cert. ...................................................................................................... (Photo) 3,000.00+
P

#10P, 4½p Brown Queen Victoria, plate proof pair on card mounted india paper, scarce, XF
and choice ................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
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NEWFOUNDLAND
PENCE

136

P

#1TSP/9TSP, 1p/1sh Pence Issue Set of eight Trade Sample Proofs, printed in black on thin
white wove paper, from the Perkins, Bacon sheet (Plate 1), missing only the 3p value, all with
large margins, 4p has the usual defacing marks. A lovely and desirable set, XF
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+

137

138
139

140

#4, 4p Scarlet Vermilion Heraldic, used single, touching frameline at left and
clear on three sides, light unobtrusive grid cancel, Fine and rare, 2004
Sismondo cert...........................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

#6, 6p Scarlet Vermilion Heraldic, three clear margins, along design at foot, on small piece
with skillfully faked cancellations, otherwise Fine and rare, 2004 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,500.00
#8, 8p Scarlet Vermilion Heraldic, large margined mint single with sheet margin at right,
fresh and with full original gum, lightly hinged, XF LH, 2005 AIEP cert..........(Photo) 450.00

#8a, 8p Scarlet Vermilion half used as 4p Right vertical bisected single, large margins on
all three sides and tied by mute grid cancel on folded cover with St. John's Newfoundland /
PAID (JL 4 1860) postmark in red, addressed to Baltimore, with large Boston Br. Pkt / 5 /
(JUL 12) transit postmark on front, light vertical file fold, well away from stamp. An
appealing bisect cover in choice condition, rare and for exhibition, VF, 2004 Greene
Foundation cert. ex. Henry H Conland ................................................... (Photo) Est. 6,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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141

B

142

#11A, 3p Green Heraldic, a beautiful and fresh mint block of eight, some creasing mostly
between stamps, full original gum, never hinged, VF NH ...............................(Photo) 2,400.00

#12, 4p Orange Single with large margins on three sides and partially touched at right, tied
by grid cancel to folded lettersheet sent to Boston, "ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND JY 3
1861" CDS in red and "BOSTON / 5 / JUL 12 / B. PKT." receiver in black postmarks on
front, different Boston CDS backstamp. A rare cover, F-VF, 1986 BPA cert. ex. DaleLichtenstein, Pratt, Cheung .............................................................................(Photo) 8,500.00

143

F

144

F

#13, 6p Orange Sperati Forgery on thin hard paper, without the British Philatelic Society
"Sperati Reproduction" handstamp on back. A nice example of this dangerous forgery for
your reference collection, VF ..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#15, 1sh Orange Sperati Forgery with mute grid barred cancel added, without the British
Philatelic Society "Sperati Reproduction" handstamp on back, very seldom seen forgery in
this colour, VF ............................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00

145

B

#17, 2p Rose Heraldic, a rare mint block of four with large margins and large part original
gum, VF OG .................................................................................................... (Photo) 800.00+

146

B

147

B

148

B

#19, 5p Reddish Brown Heraldic, lovely fresh mint block of six (3x2), sheet margin at right,
full original gum, three stamps are never hinged. A nice multiple, VF OG........(Photo) 720.00
#19a, 5p Orange Brown Heraldic, upper right sheet corner mint block of four, with gorgeous
fresh colour and full original gum, lightly hinged. A nice multiple, VF LH ......(Photo) 400.00
#19i, 5p Reddish Brown Heraldic, fresh mint block of four, showing "ST" letters of
STACEY WISE papermaker's watermark, horizontal crease entirely between stamps, VF OG
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 560.00
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149

B

150

#22, 8p Rose Heraldic, lower right sheet corner mint block of four with large margins, nice
fresh colour, full original gum, two tiny rust spots on gum, of no importance, VF OG
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
#22i, 8p Rose Heraldic, lower left sheet corner mint single with large margins, showing full
"18" papermaker's watermark from "STACEY WISE 1858", full original gum, never hinged
(light hinge mark in selvedge only), XF NH.................................................... (Photo) 300.00+

CENTS

151

PE

#27EDP, 2c Blue Prince Albert Large Essay Die Proof, with adopted Portrait, with
"CANADA RECEIPT inscriptions in top label and denominated "TWO CENTS", on india
paper, measuring 31 x 35 mm. Most appealing and ideal for exhibition, VF
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

152

P

#30TSP, 13c Schooner Trade Sample Proofs on wove paper, in pale shades of purple, grey
(small thin) and pink, VF ............................................................................ (Photo) Est. 250.00

153

B

#32, 1c Violet Prince of Wales, lower left corner block of four, with deep rich colour, nicely
centered on bright fresh white paper, possessing full original gum that is never hinged, some
natural gum skips, a normal occurrence on this issue. Among the very few mint multiples
still in existence, most desirable in this superior quality, VF NH........... (Photo) Est. 1,250.00

154

PB #35, 6c Dull Rose Queen Victoria, a rare plate imprint block of six, nicely centered, full
original gum, two left stamps are hinged, rest are never hinged, VF OG . (Photo) Est. 300.00+

To avoid disappointment be sure to mail your bid sheet early.
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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155
156
#39, 3c Blue Queen Victoria, rouletted, a remarkably fresh mint single, nicely centered and
possessing large part original gum. A tough stamp to find in such nice quality, VF+ OG
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 500.00+

155

156

B

#40, 5c Blue Harp Seal, rouletted, a very scarce mint block of four with fresh colour, full
original gum, hinge remnant, attractive, VF OG, a beautiful block .................(Photo) 1,200.00

157 P #41DP, 1c Black Prince of Wales, Large Die proof on india
paper, measuring 34 x 35mm, very rare, VF
.............................................................. (Photo)Est. 1,000.00+

158
159
160
161
162
163

164

#51a, 3c Brown Queen Victoria, a gorgeous post office fresh mint single, centered within
wide margins, full original gum, never hinged. A difficult stamp to find, VF NH
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00
#54-55, 5c Dark Blue and Bright Blue shades Harp Seal, both fresh and mint never hinged,
dark blue shade has a tiny trivial corner perf crease, VF NH, 2004 Greene Foundation cert.
(for #54) ..............................................................................................................(Photo) 630.00
P
Newfoundland Dog Vignette engraved in black on wove paper, with die '126C' at foot (43 x
51 mm), most likely used as a model for the issued stamps. Interesting and VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00+
PB #57, ½c Orange Red Newfoundland Dog, a very scarce bottom plate imprint block of twelve
stamps, full original gum, never hinged (hinged only on the ungummed portion of the
selvedge), attractive, F-VF NH ................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
#57, ½c Orange Red Newfoundland Dog, a wonderful mint single, very well centered within
four huge margins, fresh colour and with full original gum, never hinged, tiny gum wrinkle of
no importance and mentioned for accuracy only, XF NH .............................. (Photo) 240.00+
PB #60, 3c Slate Queen Victoria, a scarce top plate imprint block of four, fresh, full original
gum, stamps never hinged, attractive, VF NH ............................................ (Photo) Est. 400.00
PB

#61P-74P, 1c-60c 1897 Discovery of Newfoundland Complete set of fourteen plate proof
blocks of four, on card mounted india paper, most have sheet margin at top or left, all with
fresh colours and in nice pristine condition, XF ...................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

E-Mail us easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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E

#75E, 1c on 3c Grey Lilac Surcharge Essay in red (Type A), unused without gum as issued,
small tear at right. Very few are still in existence, Fine (SG £800) 2004 Greene Foundation
cert. ........................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+

ROYAL FAMILY & JOHN GUY
166

167
168
169

170
171
172
173
174
175
176

#78S-86S, ½c-5c 1897-1908 Royal Family & Map Issue Complete set of 47 different types
of "SPECIMEN" overprinted stamps, all with fresh colours and full original gum, never
hinged. Includes a chart detailing the various printings. A desirable set, F-VF NH
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00
P PB #83P, 3c Orange Queen Alexandra, bottom of sheet plate imprint proof block of four on card
mounted india paper, large margins, XF................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00+
PB #84, 4c Violet Duchess of York, a gorgeous fresh and scarce plate imprint block of four,
bottom stamps are never hinged, F-VF LH................................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00
P B #86P, 2c Rose Carmine Map of Newfoundland, plate proof block of eight with vertical
gutter margin between, on card mounted india paper, vertical fold in gutter (as do all known),
folded horizontally which does not detract its visual appeal. Only 10 known, VF
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
#87-97, 1c-15c John Guy Issue Lithographed, complete mint set of twelve stamps, plus
perforation varieties of the 1c and 5c, VF OG ....................................................(Photo) 647.00
P
#94P, 9c Logging Camp Lithographed imperforate plate proof pair on thick white wove
paper, gummed, choice, XF ........................................................................ (Photo) Est. 250.00
B #95, 10c Violet Black Paper Mills, lithographed, a fresh and very scarce mint lightly hinged
block of four, VF LH .................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00
B #96, 12c Lilac King Edward VII, lithographed, a fresh, well centered and very scarce mint
lightly hinged block of four, XF LH ......................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+
#100a, 9c Olive Brown Engraved imperforate pair, without gum as issued, XF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
#101a, 10c Violet Black Paper Mills, engraved, mint imperforate pair with sheet margin at
left, full original gum, lightly hinged, VF LH.....................................................(Photo) 400.00
#102a, 12c Red Brown King Edward VII, imperforate pair, unused without gum as issued,
large margins, XF ............................................................................................ (Photo) 400.00+

177

P

#104TC, 1c Black Queen Mary, trial colour plate proof strip of four with gutter margin
between pairs, on card mounted india paper, vertical fold in gutter as all are known. A nice
showpiece, VF (Walsh 99c, 99d US$3,170), very rare.......................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

178

P

#114P, 15c Colony Seal Plate proof pair in colour of issue on thick card, very scarce, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#114a, 15c Colony Seal Mint imperforate block of four, with sheet margin at top, without
gum as issued, scarce multiple, VF............................................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00

179

B

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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E

#127, 60c King Henry VII Mint horizontal pair with "TWO / 2 / CENTS" Essay / Trial
Surcharge in red, DOUBLE. A very rare multiple, Fine OG, 2004 Greene Foundation cert.
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

182
181
181

B

182

#128, 3c on 15c Scarlet Type I surcharged mint block of four, fresh and with full original
gum, lightly hinged, owner's handstamps on back, VF LH .............................(Photo) 1,200.00
#128, 3c on 15c Scarlet Type I Surcharge, a nice mint single, full original gum, never
hinged, VF NH....................................................................................................(Photo) 525.00

PICTORIAL

183

184

185

183

B

#131b, 1c Twin Hills Left sheet margined imperforate mint block of four with cutting cross
guidelines, with full original gum, never hinged. Rarely seen imperforate multiple in choice
condition, XF NH ............................................................................................ (Photo) 750.00+

184

B

#134a, 4c Humber River Left sheet margined imperforate mint block of four with lovely
fresh colour and showing the cutting cross guidelines in the selvedge, with full original gum,
never hinged. Rarely seen multiple in choice condition, XF NH..................... (Photo) 750.00+

185

B

#135a, 5c Coast of Trinity Left sheet margined imperforate mint block of four, gorgeous
fresh colour and showing the cutting cross guidelines in the selvedge, with full original gum,
never hinged. Rarely seen multiple in choice condition, XF NH..................... (Photo) 750.00+
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186

PB

#136TC, 6c Dark Blue Upper Steadies, trial colour plate proof block of four on wove paper,
with sheet margin at top, ungummed, very scarce multiple, XF................. (Photo) Est. 400.00

187

B

#140a, 11c Shell Bird Island Mint imperforate block of four with large even margins all
round, faint gum bend characteristic of this issue, fresh and with full original gum, never
hinged. Very seldom seen multiple in choice condition, XF NH..................... (Photo) 750.00+

PUBLICITY & RESOURCES

188

189

188

B

#145var, 1c Map of Newfoundland Dramatic perforation shifted mint block of four,
horizontal perfs shifted down 5-6mm & vertical perfs shifted right 4-6mm, diagonal gum
crease on two stamps, most likely a natural occurrence during the perforation process. A most
appealing multiple, NH............................................................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00+

189

B

#163i, 1c Green Map, unwatermarked, lower right sheet corner mint block of four
imperforate vertically between stamp and margin, fresh with full original gum, minor offset
on lower right stamp. Possibly a UNIQUE positional block, VF NH.............. (Photo) 700.00+

190

#163var, 1c Map of Newfoundland Re-engraved, lower left sheet corner mint block of ten,
showing a dramatic and highly unusual perforation shift (3-4mm to left and 5mm up). K.
Bileski stated only five such blocks exist. A great item for the specialist, F-VF NH
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00+

191

PB #186viii, 2c Green George V, Die II, perf 13½, fresh mint block of twenty (10x2),
imperforate and imperforate between on the fifth to seventh stamps in each row. Only five
such multiples exist, a rare block with great eye-appeal, VF NH ....................(Photo) 2,250.00
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192

193
194

#208a, 7c Duchess of York Horizontal mint pair,
imperforate between, well centered, fresh and with full
original gum, never hinged. Tough to find, VF NH
................................................................(Photo) 900.00

#211ii, 15c Brown Centered and fresh mint single with "L. & S. POST" badly shifted, full
original gum, never hinged. A neat variety, VF NH ................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#216DP, 5c Black Gilbert Issue, Die Proof on watermarked white wove paper (53x64mm),
showing "110" portion of reversed die "1101" number at UR. Rare and attractive, XF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00+
#218a, 8c Brownish Red Error of colour mint single, full original gum, never hinged, natural
gum bend, rare, F-VF NH ...................................................................................(Photo) 555.00

P

195

LONG CORONATION
196

P

197

P

198

#223DP, 20c Green Large Die Proof on unwatermarked wove paper (70x55mm), light
creases, still a rare and VF appearing die proof .......................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#233P-243P, 1c-48c 1937 Long Coronation Issue King George VI, Complete set of eleven
proofs in black on unwatermarked wove paper (1c has moire lines on back), a very scarce set
of which only one set of sheets was printed, VF...................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

B

199

200

#235a, 7c Bright Ultramarine Coronation, comb perf 13.3x13.2 mint block of four, lovely
rich colour, full original gum, never hinged. Very rare multiple, Fine NH .. (Photo) 1,000.00+
#238a, 14c Newfoundland Dog Coronation, large margined imperforate pair, unused without
gum as issued, choice XF....................................................................................(Photo) 500.00

B

#245a-248a, 2c-7c 1938 Royal Family Issue A beautiful mint set of four imperforate blocks
of four, watermarked, all with large margins and fresh colours, full pristine original gum. A
selected set in choice condition and rarely offered in multiples, XF NH.........(Photo) 1,800.00
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1941–1944 RESOURCES

201

#255var, 3c Queen Elizabeth Waterlow Printing, right sheet margin horizontal mint pair
with dramatic misperforation (5mm to right), attractive and NH.............. (Photo) Est. 150.00+

202

#257c, 5c Caribou Mint single, with sheet margin at left, doubled printed error, full original
gum, never hinged. Only 36 copies are recorded, centered high as are all known examples.
F-VF NH (SG 280ac £400)......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

203

PB #257iv, 5c Caribou Bottom sheet margin Plate "43966" (showing twice) imperforate block of
eight with INTER-PANNEAU GUTTER between, with the special printer's security punch
on each stamp, on watermarked gummed stamp paper, natural gum creases and vertical fold
in gutter as do all known examples. A great showpiece, VF OG/NH
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+

204

B

205
206

#258, 7c Queen Mary Two lower left imperforate corner blocks of four, watermarked and
gummed, with printer's security punch on each stamp (one has additional large punch in
middle of block), each with printer's manuscript plate numbers / orders, some gum creases,
otherwise F-VF OG, ex. Waterlow & Sons Archives .................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00
#258i, 7c Queen Mary Waterlow Printing, left sheet margin horizontal mint pair, well
centered, one without watermark, choice and scarce, VF+ NH ..........................(Photo) 300.00
PB #260P, 10c Salmon Five imperforate lower left corner blocks of four, one with Plate 43838,
all with printer's security punch marks and with printer's manuscript notations, usual gum
creases. UNIQUE corner blocks from the five proof sheets in Waterlow & Sons Archives,
VF NH ...................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
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207

PB #260i, 10c Salmon Leaping Falls Waterlow Printing, a rare side margin plate number block
of six, with clear offset of half the stamps and plate numbers and guideline markings on the
gum side. A UNIQUE offset plate block, VF NH................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

208

#261a, 14c Newfoundland Dog Waterlow Printing, a fresh mint imperforate pair, with sheet
margin at foot, full original gum, never hinged, XF NH.................................. (Photo) 450.00+

210
209
209

210

B

#263i, 20c Cape Race Well centered mint block of four, with full reverse offset on gum side
of two stamps and partial offset of other two. Choice and certainly among the finest we have
handled, XF NH, 2004 AIEP cert. ......................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
#263i, 20c Cape Race Waterlow Printing, with full reverse offset on gum side, nicely
centered for this variety, VF NH................................................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00
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PB #269P, 4c Princess Elizabeth Top sheet margin Plate "43359" (showing twice) imperforate
block of eight with INTER-PANNEAU GUTTER between, with the printer’s special security
punch on each stamp, printed on watermarked gummed stamp paper, normal vertical fold in
gutter margin. A great showpiece, VF NH (Walsh 255m, 255r US$3,360+)
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+

BOOKLETS
212

BK #BK1, 1c, 2c (2) Complete Exploded Booklet All three booklet panes, with covers and
advertising sheets, one 2c pane as been strengthened along perfs, closed tear on one 1c, a very
rare booklet nevertheless, F-VF NH/OG..........................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

213

214

213

BK #BK2, 1c, 2c & 3c Complete Booklet Buff covers with two staples, containing all five
booklet panes (perforations through tabs), well centered, covers are fresh, clean and
unmarked, choice, XF NH ............................................................................ (Photo) 1,250.00+

214

BK #BK3, 1c, 2c & 4c Complete Booklet Buff coloured covers, containing all five panes, perf
14, all are centered, with covers fresh, unmarked and clean. A pristine booklet, VF NH
(Walsh BK7 US$525) ......................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
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215

216

215

BK #BK4, 1c, 2c & 4c Complete Booklet Cream colored covers, containing all five panes, perf
13½, three panes are VF and other two are F-VF, 2c panes are Die II, with fresh, unmarked
and clean covers, VF NH (Walsh BK6 US$520)................................................(Photo) 800.00

216

BK #BK4, 1c, 2c & 3c Complete Booklet Containing all five panes, perf 13½ (2c panes are Die
II), well centered, three panes are unstapled due to misplacement during its production, fresh
with cream coloured covers, natural paper inclusion on front cover, VF NH (Walsh BK6
US$520)..............................................................................................................(Photo) 800.00

AIR POST

217

#C1, 3c Hawker Flight Single well centered for this issue and tied by St. John (APR 12
1919) machine cancellation to envelope addressed to London, with "GR" Found Open and
Officially Secured perforated label on back and cancelled London F.S. 61 (30 MY 19). An
important World Class Airmail Flight cover, approximately 80 carried (some were damaged
or destroyed from the crash), VF showpiece, 2003 BPA cert. .......................(Photo) 30,000.00

Fax in your Bid(s) toll free in North America
Dial 1(888) 867-8267
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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218

219

218

B

#C2, C2a, $1 on 15c Alcock and Brown Flight A nice mint block of four, no comma after
"POST" on lower right stamp, almost very fine centering, full original gum, lightly hinged,
F-VF LH ..........................................................................................................(Photo) 1,025.00

219

B

#C3, C3d, C3h, C3f, 35c Red Halifax Airmail, an attractive and fresh mint positional block
of four, showing four different type of surcharges, upper right key stamp, 2¾mm spacing
with "1" of "1921" below "f" of "Halifax" is never hinged, others with clean hinge remnant or
lightly hinged, F-VF NH/OG...........................................................................(Photo) 2,300.00

220

#C3a, 35c Red Mint single with inverted overprint, 2¾mm spacing, no period, lovely fresh
colour with full original gum, light hinge marks, Kessler guarantee backstamp. An attractive
Airmail rarity, F-VF LH (SG 148d £4,000) 1980 BPA cert. ...........................(Photo) 6,375.00

221

222

223

221

#C3d, 35c Red Halifax Airmail, 2½mm spacing, "1" of "1921" below "f" of "Halifax",
almost very fine centering, large margins, used with wavy-lined cancellation, F-VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 550.00

222

#C3h, 35c Red Halifax Airmail, 1½mm spacing, with period after "1921", nicely centered
mint single, with post office fresh colour and full unblemished original gum, never hinged,
choice, VF NH ....................................................................................................(Photo) 640.00

223

#C3j, 35c Red Airmail, 1¾mm spacing, "1" below "f" of "Halifax", well centered within
unusually large margins, wavy-lined cancellation, trifle shorter perf at top, otherwise VF+
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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COLUMBIA FLIGHT

224

#C5, 50c on 36c Columbia Flight Used single, position 1 from the four position setting, with
Harbour Grace CDS postmark, trivial corner crease not even mentioned in the accompanying
certificate, F-VF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert., very few used examples exist especially with
a CDS postmark ...............................................................................................(Photo) 8,000.00

225

#C5, 50c on 36c Columbia Fllight Cover A well centered single tied by Harbour Grace (OC
9 30) CDS postmark to R. D. McRea & Sons envelope with small coloured flag illustration,
sent to Harrington White, London, England. Only about thirty covers franked with this stamp
were carried from Harbour Grace, with only 15 been recorded to date (2004). A desirable
World Class Airmail cover, clean VF, 2004 Rapp cert.................................(Photo) 16,500.00

226

#C7b, 50c Green Airmail, unwatermarked, vertical mint
pair, imperforate between, lovely fresh colour and well
centered, full original gum, lightly hinged, XF LH
.................................................................(Photo) 1,700.00

We Accept the following Credit Cards

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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227
228
227

228

#C7c, 50c Green Airplane and Packet ship, post office fresh imperforate mint pair with full
pristine original gum, never hinged, VF NH....................................................(Photo) 1,350.00
B

#C9c, 15c Brown Lower left corner imperforate mint block of four, watermarked, full
original gum, top pair is lightly hinged, never hinged on bottom pair. A very scarce
imperforate multiple, VF .................................................................................(Photo) 1,875.00

229

#C12, $1.50 on $1.00 Blue Dornier DO-X Flight, a lovely bright fresh mint single with full
original gum that is never hinged, VF NH ..........................................................(Photo) 800.00

230

#C12a, $1.50 on $1.00 Dornier DO-X Flight Mint single with INVERTED SURCHARGE,
position 1 from the sheet, nicely centered with post office fresh colour on bright fresh paper,
possessing full unblemished original gum that is never hinged. A very rare stamp, missing
from even the most important collections, VF NH, 2002 BPA cert. for block from which it
originates, a world-class airmail rarity...........................................................(Photo) 37,500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

231

#C13-C17, 5c-75c 1933 Labrador Issue Fresh and centered
mint set of five, never hinged, VF NH ..................(Photo) 365.00

232

#C13a, 5c Light Brown Labrador Airmail, a nice mint
imperforate pair with large even margins, full original gum, never
hinged, VF NH.......................................................(Photo) 525.00
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233

#C13iv, 5c Light Brown Labrador Airmail, vertical mint pair with sheet margin at top,
imperforate between margin and stamp and imperforate between stamps, with Sanabria
guarantee backstamp. Very rare (five known), XF OG, 1970 BPA cert. ex. Sidney Harris
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

234

#C14a, 10c Yellow Orange Shade Fresh imperforate mint pair with large margins and sheet
margin at left, choice, XF NH.......................................................................... (Photo) 375.00+

235
235

P

236

237

236

#C15DP, 30c Blue Labrador Airmail, Large Die proof on white wove paper, unwatermarked,
with reversed Die '1078' number, VF and rare....................................... (Photo) Est. 1,250.00+
#C15a, 30c Blue Labrador, a fresh imperforate mint pair, with full original gum, never
hinged, choice, XF NH ....................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

P

#C17DP, 75c Yellow Brown Labrador Airmail, Progressive Large Die Proof sunk on white
wove paper, measuring 70 x 55 mm, showpiece, VF............................. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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239
238
238

BF

239

240

#C18, $4.50 on 75c Balbo Flight Dangerous forged overprint on mint regular issued block of
four, with clear sharp lettering, each stamp bearing a "FORGERY" handstamp at UL.
Interestingly enough, it is far scarcer than the genuine, VF NH ............ (Photo) Est. 1,250.00+
#C18iv, $4.50 on 75c Balbo Flight Centered and fresh mint single, perf 14, full original
gum, never hinged, choice, VF NH .................................................................(Photo) 1,040.00

S

#J7, J7i, J7ii, 10c Dark Violet Postage Due, watermark Arms, full sheet of 100 stamps, fresh
mint never hinged and includes both "POSTAGE LUE" and period after "DUE" varieties. A
very scarce intact sheet, F-VF NH (SG D6a, D6ac £2,415).............................(Photo) 2,115.00

NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES
241

#NFR3/NFR6, 1905 Bill of Sale Combination franking, which includes single 25c & 50c and
nine $1, five stamps are creased, used with small black smudged cancel on each stamp.
Catalogue value alone for stamps $285, Fine ...........................................................Est. 200.00
242

B #NFR34, $50 Orange Caribou, a well centered and very
rare used block of four with blue wavy-lined handstamp
cancellations. Most likely a UNIQUE block, VF+
..................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

243

#NFR3, NFR6, 1904 Conveyance Document
Combination franking , which includes single 25c and
two singles and pair of the $1, cancelled in black.
Catalogue value for stamps alone $120, F-VF
.......................................................................Est. 100.00
#NFR11/NFR20, 1914 Mortgage Document Mixed
franking which includes EDVII 50c pair, GEV 25c and
$1 tied by handstamp cancels. Catalogue value alone for
stamps $307, F-VF ........................................Est. 250.00

244

245
246

#NFR28/NFR32, 1940 Conveyance Document Combination franking which includes1938
Caribou Issue, single 25c & $1 and three single $5, tied by light blue handstamp cancellation.
Catalogue value alone for stamps $243, VF .............................................................Est. 200.00
#NFR42-NFR43, 1962 Assignment Document Multiple franking which includes Caribou $5
(two singles; one creased) and $20 (21; mostly in multiples, five stamps creased, one of
which is torned), lightly cancelled, Fine+ Catalogue value alone for stamps $480. .Est. 250.00

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
or
E-Mail us easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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CANADA
PENCE

247

E

1p Blue Victoria Plate Essay on bond paper, fresh and crisp impression, most attractive, XF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

248

P

#1TCvi, 3p Orange Yellow Trial colour plate proof on india paper, VF ..........(Photo) 300.00

249

250

249

#1, 3p Red Beaver on handmade laid paper, a lovely large margined used single with portion
of sheet margin at right, used with light concentric ring cancellation, VF+ ....(Photo) 1,600.00

250

#1a, 3p Orange Red Beaver on handmade laid paper, with clear at right to large margins,
sheet margin at top, used with light centrally struck concentric ring cancellation, F-VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

251

P

#2TCii, 6p Orange Yellow Trial colour plate proof on india paper, VF ...........(Photo) 300.00

252

P

253

P

#2TCix, 6p Black Trial colour plate proof with vertical "SPECIMEN" in carmine, on card
mounted india paper, VF.....................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#2TCvii, 6p Dark Grey Prince Albert, trial colour plate proof pair on india paper, with
vertical SPECIMEN overprint in carmine, VF ...................................................(Photo) 400.00
#2, 6p Slate Violet Prince Albert on laid paper, margins touching in places, with portion of
adjoining stamp at top (creased before usage) tied by ring cancel on transborder folded
lettersheet to Wall Street, New York, with Montreal (FE 6 1853) and framed arc "CANADA"
handstamps all in red, Fine appearance, cat. $2,500.00 ............................ (Photo) Est. 500.00+

254

255

#2b, 6p Brown Purple Prince Albert on handmade laid paper, adequate to large margins,
gorgeous impression and colour, with light concentric ring cancels in blue. A beautiful stamp,
XF, copy of 1971 PF cert for pair from which it originates.............................(Photo) 2,500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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PB

257

#5i, 6p Slate Grey Prince Albert on wove paper, with horizontal stitch watermark, clearly
visible in watermark fluid, nice impression and colour, touching at foot, three large margins
and lightly cancelled. Very few are known, F-VF, 2005 AIEP cert. ....... (Photo) Est. 3,500.00

258

P

259

P

260

P

261

P

262
263

P

264

P

265

#3Pi, 12p Black Queen Victoria, plate proof corner block of four on india paper with vertical
SPECIMEN overprint in carmine (plate position 89-90/99-100). A desirable and popular plate
proof multiple, XF ...........................................................................................(Photo) 8,000.00

#7TCii, 10p Black Cartier, trial colour plate proof with diagonal "SPECIMEN" in carmine
(discoloured), on india paper, translucent stain due to previous mounting, otherwise VF
appearance and scarce......................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#7TSP, 10p Orange Cartier, Trade Sample Proof on horizontal wove paper, very large
margins all round, tiny thin spot (still well above normal), rare and XF .... (Photo) Est. 600.00
#8Pivar, ½p Rose Queen Victoria, plate proof pair on india paper (position 9-10), sheet
margin with most of printer's imprint at top, with vertical SPECIMEN overprint in green
black, shows a strong re-entry on position 10, attractive and VF .................... (Photo) 400.00+
#8TCii, ½p Black Trial colour plate proof with vertical "SPECIMEN" overprint in carmine,
with portion of imprint in margin, on card mounted india paper, VF .................(Photo) 300.00
#8a, ½p Rose Queen Victoria on horizontally ribbed paper, into outer frameline to clear at
foot, lightly cancelled, probable tiny thin spot under hinge, still a rare stamp, VG, 2004
Greene Foundation cert.......................................................................................(Photo) 900.00
#9TCi, 7½p Black Queen Victoria, trial colour plate proof on india paper, vertical
SPECIMEN overprint in carmine, VF ................................................................(Photo) 500.00
#9TCiii, 7½p Orange Yellow Trial colour plate proof on india paper, VF .......(Photo) 350.00

#9, 7½p Green Queen Victoria, fresh and crisp impression used stamp with well clear to
large margins, four-ring '37' (Quebec) and showing short "entry" variety at top, VF 1988
Greene Foundation cert....................................................................................(Photo) 4,500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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266

#9var, 7½p Green Queen Victoria, a marvelous mint single with fresh vivid colour and four
ample margins, unusually crisp sharp impression, shows the unlisted constant plate flaw in
"K" of "PACKET" (position 81), large part original gum. A great stamp in all respects and
very difficult to find in such superior quality, VF OG, 2003 Greene Foundation cert.
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) 17,250.00+

267

#10, 10p Reddish Purple Prince Albert on thick fibrous soft paper, an outstanding used
single, with fresh colour on bright fresh paper, large margins all round, with four-ring '21'
cancel from Montreal. A great stamp in all respects, XF, 1982 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 6,500.00

268

#10, 10p Reddish Purple Prince Albert on thick fibrous soft paper, single with adequate to
large margins neatly tied by four-ring '21' cancel, from Montreal (JU 1 58), on clean and
choice envelope addressed to Caledonia, New York. A great cover in all respects, VF+, 2003
Greene Foundation cert. ex. Weill Brothers ......................................... (Photo) Est. 10,000.00+

269

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

#12, 3p Red Beaver on wove paper, perf 11¾, used single with
nice colour, centered for the issue, light four-ring numeral
cancellation, VF, 2004 AIEP cert...........................(Photo) 1,200.00
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270

#13, 6p Brown Violet Prince Albert, perf 11¾, an outstanding mint single with unusually
deep rich colour, razor-sharp impression, nicely centered for this notoriously difficult early
perforated issue, possessing full clean original gum, one negligible toned perf at top, of no
importance. A great stamp in all respects, rarely seen in such superior quality and among the
nicest we have ever seen, F-VF OG, 2005 Greene Foundation cert. .............(Photo) 17,250.00

271

#13, 6p Brown Violet Prince Albert single tied by split ring Ingersoll, U.C. postmark (JU 13
59 with additional strike at lower right) to cover addressed to New Orleans U.S.A., Windsor
(JU 14 1859) transit backstamp, oval "CANADA / 10 / CENTS" and circular "PAID"
transborder handstamps in red, stamp with improved perf at lower right, some cover tears
well away from stamp. Still a very rare stamp on cover especially tied by a CDS postmark,
Fine ..................................................................................................................(Photo) 6,500.00

CENTS
272

P

273

274

P

275

P

276
277

P

#14TCii, 1c Orange Yellow Queen Victoria, trial colour plate proof on india paper, with
sheet margin at right, VF ....................................................................................(Photo) 350.00
#14ii, 1c Rose Early printing on Thick Paper, well centered single used by grid on an
appealing pre-printed folded circular (vertical centre fold), from Smiths Falls (JA 20 1865)
double split ring cancel, sent to Picton, U.C., with Belleville transit and Picton receiver
backstamps, VF........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#15TCiv, 5c Orange Vermilion Beaver, plate proof pair on india paper, horizontal
SPECIMEN overprint in black, VF ....................................................................(Photo) 500.00
#15TCiv, 5c Orange Vermilion Trial colour plate proof with horizontal "SPECIMEN"
overprint in black, on card mounted india paper, VF..........................................(Photo) 250.00
#15, 5c Vermilion Beaver, an unusually wide margined unused single with nice colour, VF+
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#16Pi, 10c Black Brown Plate proof with vertical "SPECIMEN" overprint in carmine, on
card mounted india paper, VF.............................................................................(Photo) 350.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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278

#16, 10c Black Brown Prince Albert, perf 11.75 (PO 1A), true rich colour and tied by fourring '21' cancel from Montreal with small double split ring (JAN 1869) in black alongside on
large piece. Attractive and Fine, 2003 PF cert. ................................................(Photo) 3,750.00

279

#16, 10c Black Brown Prince Albert (First Printing), perf 11¾, deep rich colour and with
razor-sharp impression, reasonably centered for this notoriously difficult stamp, tied by light
four-ring '21' cancel, along with light double split ring Montreal (SP 22 1859) cancel, on
envelope addressed to USA. A rare cover, F-VF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 5,000.00

280

#16i, 10c Chocolate Brown Prince Albert, perf 11.75 (PO 1B), nicely centered within usual
narrow margins and tied by faint ring '21' from Montreal (OC 25 1859) on folded cover,
addressed to London, U.C., with receiver (OC 26) backstamp. Certainly among the nicest of
the very few we have handled in the past. A very rare cover in choice condition, VF
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 7,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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P

#17TCi, 10c Brownish Purple Prince Albert, trial colour plate proof block of four, just
touching outer frameline at LR of lower left stamp, bright fresh colour, Fine-Very Fine
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,100.00
#17var, 10c Bluish Maroon Prince Albert, rough perf 11¾ on a thicker paper, deep colour of
an early printing, used with target ring cancellation, F-VF......................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
Queen Victoria Engraved portrait in green on wove paper (55 x 65 mm), with BABN imprint
at foot and 'H.B.M. and die 'No22' at foot, printing ink smear at upper left, a very nice item,
F-VF.......................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00+
#18Pii, 12½c Yellow Green Plate proof with sheet margin at right, vertical "SPECIMEN" in
black, on india paper, VF....................................................................................(Photo) 325.00
#18TCix, 12½c Black Queen Victoria, trial colour plate proof on india paper, very scarce,
VF .......................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

282
283

P

284

P

285

P

286

287

B

P

#18, 12½c Yellow Green Queen Victoria, perf 12, nicely centered mint block of four,
actually two vertical pairs with hinge reinforcement, large part original gum. Very few mint
blocks are still in existence, Fine OG .................................................... (Photo) Est. 3,000.00+
#19Pi, 17c Blue Plate proof with vertical "SPECIMEN" overprint in carmine, on card
mounted india paper, VF.....................................................................................(Photo) 250.00

288

289

288

B

#19, 17c Blue Cartier, used block of four (position 64-65/74-75), with grid cancellations. A
rare used multiple, Fine ........................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

289

B

#19, 17c Deep Blue Cartier, a very scarce used block of four, light grid cancelled, horizontal
perforations strengthened, F-VF .............................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

290

#19, 17c Dark Blue A fresh used single tied by diamond shaped grid cancellation to clean
folded cover from Toronto dated FE 2 1867 and sent to Glasgow, Scotland with receiver
backstamp, pretty, VF, 2002 Greene Foundation cert................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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291

P

#20TC, 2c Dark Rose Trial colour plate proof on india paper, VF ...................(Photo) 225.00

292

P

#20TCii, 2c Green Queen Victoria, trial colour left plate imprint proof vertical strip of three,
on card mounted india paper, VF..................................................................... (Photo) 600.00+

LARGE QUEENS
293

294
295

B

#21, ½c Black An impressive mint block of 25, perf 12, nicely centered and with full original
gum, perforations are strengthened on right stamps between third and fifth row, VF OG
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 4,700.00
#21, 21iii, ½c Black Scarce used strip of four, perf 12, showing white area on bun of hair on
right stamp, F-VF...................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00+
#21i, ½c Black on Thicker Paper Fresh mint single, wing margin at right, crisp impression
on bright fresh paper, full original gum, never hinged, Fine NH, photocopy of 2000 Greene
Foundation cert. for block from which it originates............................................(Photo) 450.00

296

297

296

#22, 1c Brown Red Well centered mint single, gorgeous fresh and rich colour, possessing
part original gum, somewhat disturbed, VF OG, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,050.00

297

#22, 1c Brown Red Well centered mint single, with small part original gum, warm rich
colour, choice, VF+ ........................................................................................ (Photo) 700.00+

299

298

300

298

#22, 1c Brown Red Centered used horizontal pair with small Quebec (NO 7 68) CDS
postmarks, deep rich colour, VF and choice .......................................................(Photo) 300.00

299

#22, 1c Brown Red Well centered used single with centrally struck '37' numeral cancel
within a square of thin lines from Quebec (Day & Smythies #75), nice fresh colour XF and
desirable.................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00+

300

#22, 1c Brown Red Well centered used single with clear two-ring '34' cancel from Chatham
(RF8; very rare), VF ........................................................................................ (Photo) 200.00+

301

#22, 24, 1c & 2c Large Queen Combination Cover Both tied by light two-ring '7' cancel,
along with St. John (SP 30 69) CDS postmark, slight clipped perforations at right on the 2c,
on cover sent to Hillsborough, with receiver backstamp dated October 1, F-VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#23/30, Large Queen Fancy Cancels Nice assortment of eight different fancy cancels (nine
stamps), mounted and identified on album page from Pembroke, Oshawa, Arthabaska (rare),
Blair, Summerside, PEI (rare), St. John, Chatham and Klineburg, a few small flaws, some are
sound. Mainly Fine or better....................................................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00
#23/30, Large Queen Fancy Cancels Lovely selection of seven different cancelled stamps,
all mounted and identified on page from Galt, Kingston, Ingersoll (in blue), Montreal, Ottawa
(two different) and Pickering, some trivial flaws, some are sound, Fine or better
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

305

304

306

304

#23, 1c Yellow Orange A nice well centered unused single with deep colour, one trivial
shorter perf at left, VF+ ...................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

305

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Centered used single with socked-on-nose fancy Ottawa '8'
cancellation (Day & Smythies #4), very appealing, VF ............................. (Photo) Est. 350.00

306

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Centered used single with attractive bold fancy Toronto '2'
cancellation (Day & Smythies Type 2), blunt perforations at right, still desirable, VF and
scarce ........................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 250.00+

307

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen, selection of nine different two-ring numeral cancelled
stamps, ranging from '3' to '53', all with small faults, but nice strikes, Fine
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00

309

308
308

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Used single with neat and most attractive Toronto fancy '2'
cancellation (Day & Smythies Type 3), two insignificant shorter perfs at top, F-VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 200.00+

309

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Used single with nice centrally struck fancy Toronto '2' cancellation
(Day & Smythies Type 62), small corner crease, Fine and scarce.............. (Photo) Est. 200.00

310

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Centered single lightly tied by neat two-ring '6' cancel from London,
C.W. (FE 2 70) on clean local pre-printed circular, pretty, VF................. (Photo) Est. 200.00+
#23, 1c Yellow Orange Well centered single tied by Port Hope (MY 28 69) duplex on
unsealed envelope, paying the circular rate to Prescott, with light receiver backstamp, VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 200.00+
#23, 24, 1c & 2c Large Queen Combination Cover Both stamps are centered but with light
creases, tied by light two-ring '23' from Woodstock (JY 8 69) on yellow cover sent to
Hamilton, with clear receiver backstamp, VF............................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00

311
312

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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313

314

313

#23a, 1c Deep Orange A gorgeous mint single, nicely centered and with true rich colour,
possessing full original gum, small hinge remnant. A great stamp, VF OG 1994 Greene
Foundation cert. ...............................................................................................(Photo) 2,475.00

314

#24, 2c Green Centered mint single with nice fresh colour, possessing large part original
gum, a few slightly dulled perfs at top, VF OG ...............................................(Photo) 1,125.00

315

#24, 2c Green Selection of ten different cancelled stamps, plus a 6c with leaf cancel, all
carefully mounted on small piece with complete cancel drawing alongside, including fancy
star, segmented, leaf, dotted, grid, target and circular 'PD" (red) cancels, mostly in sound
condition, a few small flaws, Fine or better ................................................ (Photo) Est. 350.00
#24, 2c Green Used single with five pointed Star fancy cancel (similar to Day & Smythies
#94) and large portion of French type Ambulant Calais 1872 postmark, Fine
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 100.00
#24, 2c Deep Green A pleasing used single with neat target ring cancellation, fresh colour
and with crisp impression, F-VF................................................................. (Photo) Est. 100.00
#24, 2c Yellow Green Used single with unusual single-ring fancy cancel in dark blue (similar
to Day & Smythies #643 and smaller), faint crease, centered to right. Unusual.
...................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 75.00

316
317
318

319

#24, 27, 37, Large & Small Queen Mixed Franking Cover Bearing single LQ 2c and 6c
with SQ 3c (corner crease), tied by oval mute grid cancellations, alongside double split ring
Canning, N.S. (NO 30 1870) and straightline REGISTERED / LETTER No. to cover to
Kentville, N.S. with light split-ring receiver backstamp. A rare and appealing triple registered
letter rate cover, F-VF............................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

320

#24, 37b, Mixed Franking Cover Bearing 2c Large Queen and a 3c copper red Small
Queen, both centered and cancelled by two-ring '54' cancel from Truro, N.S. (FE 28 1871),
on REGISTERED / LETTER No. handstamped cover (some gum soiling), addressed to
Stellerton, with Albion Mines transit backstamp, F-VF.............................. (Photo) Est. 350.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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321

#24b, 2c Deep Green on Thin paper Used single with nice and very scarce four-ring '627'
from the Ottawa Senate, pretty, Fine .......................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#24b, 2c Light Green on Thin paper Scarce used pair with light Port Robinson, C.W. (SP
26 68) split ring cancellations, some perfs are separated, small faint crease on one stamp,
F-VF............................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 200.00
#24b, 2c Deep Green on Thin Paper Horizontal pair with fresh colour tied by grid on cover
from Mouth of Nerepis (FE 1 1869) to Gagetown (FE 12) receiver, with Sheffield transit
backstamps. An interesting rate cover, VF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert. (Photo) Est. 300.00

322
323

324

325

B

#24i, 2c Emerald Green Well centered mint block of four, with large part original gum
showing some traces of adhesion, some irregular perforations characteristic of this issue, an
impressive and rare mint block, VF OG ..........................................................(Photo) 6,000.00
#25/30, Large Queen Postmarks Selection of thirteen stamps showing different
cancellations, all carefully mounted with complete design drawn alongside, including
straightlines, Crown, star wedge fancy cancellations, dotted, etc., a few stamps with small
flaws, mainly Fine or better ...................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00+

326

327

326

#25, 3c Red A choice mint single, well centered and with fresh colour, large part original
gum, slightly sweated, still XF OG and one of the finest known examples of this stamp, 2003
Greene Foundation cert....................................................................................(Photo) 2,250.00

327

#25, 3c Red Reasonably centered unused single with lovely fresh colour on bright fresh wove
paper, F-VF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert................................................... (Photo) 1,100.00+

328

#25, 3c red (shades) Large Queen, a lovely selection of 17 different two-ring numeral
cancellations ranging between '1' to '56', strike impressions varies from light to neat, three
stamps have small flaws, rest are Fine to Very Fine ................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00+
#25, 3c Red Used single with fancy '2' cancel from Toronto (Day & Smythies Type 24),
showing part of an extra vertical line of perforations at top centre, small flaws but still an
unusual stamp, Fine .................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00

329
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330

#25, 3c Red Used single with large portion of Toronto '2' fancy cancel (Day & Smythies
Type 21), Fine and scarce ........................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00

331

332

331

#25, 3c Red Centered used single, with neat fancy '9' cancellation from Kingston (Day &
Smythies #30), bright fresh colour, slight clipped perforations at left, still pretty and VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00

332

#25, 3c Red A pleasing used single with neat fancy Ottawa '8' cancellation (Day & Smythies
#9), F-VF and scarce................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00

333

#25, 3c Red Selection of nine stamps, all bearing a different two-ring numeral cancellation,
ranging from RF1 to RF6, small flaws, otherwise Fine appearance ...................... Est. 150.00+
#25, 3c Red Used single with bright fresh colour, rare four-ring '627' cancel from the Ottawa
Senate, centered to left and tiny thin spot at lower left, otherwise nice appearance
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 150.00
#25, 3c Red Used single with neat small circular wedge cork cancellation (rare) from Port
Hope, additional grid cancel, small flaws but attractive, F-VF................... (Photo) Est. 125.00

334
335

336

#25bi, 3c Orange Red on Thinner Paper A bright fresh mint single, possessing full original
gum, lightly hinged, Fine+ LH ........................................................................(Photo) 1,050.00

337

#25i, 3c Orange Red A lovely used single with socked-on-nose small circular wedge cork
cancellation from Port Hope, and additional grid cancel, some irregular perfs and corner
crease, but still a neat item, Fine ................................................................. (Photo) Est. 125.00

338

339

P

#26P, 5c Peacock Blue Plate proof on thick wove paper, clear at foot, large margins on other
sides, attractive and unusual, F-VF........................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
#26, 5c Olive Green Large Queen, perf 11½x12, centered and tied by illegible two-ring
numeral cancel (tiny crease), along with Stratford, Ont (DE 11 75) split ring on cover sent to
Ireland, with Hamilton (DE 13) transit, and Ballymore receiver backstamp, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
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340

#26iv, 5c Olive Green Well centered used single, perf 11¾x12, with fresh colour and large
portion of London Paid British postmark in red, negligible tiny corner crease, VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 250.00

341

#27, 6c Dark Brown Centered unused single with deep rich colour on bright fresh wove
paper, VF, 1993 Greene Foundation cert. ........................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

342

#27, 6c Brown Nice selection of nine different cancelled stamps, all carefully mounted on
small piece with complete cancel drawing alongside, including fancy '2', circular grid '5' &
'6', leaf, mute oval grid, stars and B.C. grid '35', a few small flaws, otherwise Fine
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00+
#27, 6c Dark Brown Well centered used single with lovely Toronto '2' fancy cancellation
(Day & Smythies Type 38), irregular perforations at foot and negligible tiny corner crease,
still VF and attractive.................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 200.00
#27, 6c Dark Brown Used single with large portion of a neat fancy cancellation, light overall
ageing, otherwise F-VF............................................................................. (Photo) Est. 100.00+
#27, 6c Dark Brown Horizontal pair tied by fancy segmented cork cancellations, along with
light Orillia (NO 3 70) split ring on large size envelope, opened on three sides (slightly
reduced at left and right), addressed to England, with London (NO 15 70) red receiver.
A scarce double Allan Line letter rate, Fine ............................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00+
#27, 37, Mixed Franking Cover Large envelope bearing pair 6c Large Queen and 3c Small
Queen tied by segmented cork cancellations, along with light Toronto (AU 3/71) CDS, sent to
Woodstock, ONT, backstamped, ink notation "Law Papers" at LL, roughly opened at foot,
with tear at left, still a scarce quintuple rate franking, Fine ........................ (Photo) Est. 500.00
#27a, 28, 6c & 12½c Two Large Queen Covers Single 6c yellow brown, centered and tied
by Quebec (DE 22 71) duplex on envelope addressed to England (Allan Line rate in effect
from January 1, 1870). Single 12½c blue, well centered and tied by Quebec (AU 13 68)
duplex on mourning cover addressed to England (Allan Line rate in effect until December 31,
1869). Both covers are addressed to Clitheroe, Lancashire, with Blackburn transit and
receiver backstamps, A nice rate duo / destination, VF ............................ (Photo) Est. 250.00+
#27v, 6c Brown Single, pulled perf at top, tied by small oval grid alongside double split ring
Chatham N.B. (JY 3 1871) postmark on clean cover addressed to Devon, England, with
Dawlish receiver backstamp, F-VF............................................................ (Photo) Est. 150.00

343
344
345

346

347

348

349

#27var, 6c Dark Brown Used single with horizontal stitch watermark, much rarer than the
normal Bothwell watermark variety, Fine ............................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
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350

351

#28, 12½c Blue Well centered unused single with bright fresh colour, light toning on back,
VF and attractive..............................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00
B

#28, 12½c Blue Used block of four, with deep fresh colour and grid cancellation. Rarely
seen, Fine .................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#28, 12½c Blue Two singles (small flaws), both bearing a different fancy '9' cancellation
from Kingston (Day & Smythies Type 4 & 16), one is centered within unusually huge
margins. A nice duo, F-VF ......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#28, 12½c Blue Used single with large portion of a neat fancy segmented cork cancellation,
Fine+......................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 100.00+
#28, 12½c Blue Well centered single tied by mute grid cancellation, along with Toronto JA
21 split ring cancel (year not shown, but this rate was in effect until December 31, 1869), on
clean and neat mourning cover to England with light red London receiver tying the stamp,
backflap missing, otherwise VF and attractive mourning cover ............... (Photo) Est. 250.00
#28a, 12½c Blue Well centered used single on watermark paper, showing part of "THA"
letters of "CLUTHA", light ring cancel, VF ......................................................(Photo) 500.00
#28bii, 12½c Deep Blue on Thin paper Used single with lovely fancy Toronto '2'
cancellation (Day & Smythies similar to Type 26), the stamp showing no outer left frameline
on left value tablet, irregular perforations at right, Fine and attractive..... (Photo) Est. 200.00+
#29, 15c Grey Violet Horizontal used pair with large three-ring Toronto (JAN 25 95)
postmarks, attractive, VF ............................................................................ (Photo) Est. 150.00
#29, 15c Grey Violet Lovely used single with centrally struck fancy '2' cancellation from
Toronto (Day & Smythies Type 4), F-VF................................................... (Photo) Est. 150.00
#29, 15c Grey Violet Large margined horizontal used pair, centered, with Montreal (MY 27
98) CDS postmark, two shorter perfs at lower right corner, otherwise VF+.......(Photo) 120.00
#29, 29 Grey Violet Centered used single with nice two-ring '18' cancel from Yarmouth,
pretty shade, VF..................................................................................................(Photo) 100.00

B

#29, 29ii, 15c Greyish Purple A lovely mint positional block of six (3x2), sheet margin at
right, showing the "Pawnbroker" variety (position 10) on upper right stamp, fresh colour, with
large part original gum. A nice showpiece, F-VF OG, 1978 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,890.00

352
353
354

355
356
357
358
359
360

361
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#29b, 15c Red Lilac Used single with socked-on-nose bold fancy Ottawa '8' cancellation
(Day & Smythies #7), blunt perforations at right and some toning on the back, still a nice
cancelled stamp, Fine.................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 200.00
#29b, 15c Red Lilac Used single with clear two-ring '32' cancel in blue from Barrie, fresh, a
few short perfs, F-VF.................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 75.00

364

#29b, 15c Red Lilac Single tied by two-ring '2' cancellation alongside Toronto (JU 28 69)
CDS postmark to clean and fresh envelope addressed to England, with London receiver
backstamp, small portion of top backflap is missing. The 15c Cunard Line letter rate was in
effect until December 31, 1869. A rare single franking Transatlantic cover, F-VF, 2005
Greene Foundation cert.......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

365

#29c, 15c Grey Violet Used single on watermarked Bothwell paper, showing good portion of
"HWE / MIL" letters, with two-ring '7' cancel from St. John. A desirable stamp, VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

366

#30, 15c Grey Used horizontal pair with unusual oval SHERBROOKE datestamp in blue,
nice fresh colour, about Fine....................................................................... (Photo) Est. 100.00
#30, 15c Grey Used single with two-ring "C" cancellation from the House of Commons and
also bearing an additional 1897 postmark, two faint creases, otherwise F-VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 100.00
#30, 15c Grey Mathematically centered used single with part of Toronto squared circle
cancellation, deep colour, XF ..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 100.00
#30, 15c Grey Large margined used single with neat circular grid '1' cancellation (may be a
precancel precursor from Ottawa or St. John), attractive, VF..................... (Photo) Est. 100.00
#30a, 15c Greenish Grey A nice used single, perf. 11½x12, with Quebec datestamp, VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#30b, 15c Blue Grey A pleasing used stamp, centered and with neat Ottawa '2' (MR 26 90)
duplex cancellation, VF .............................................................................. (Photo) Est. 100.00

367
368
369
370
371
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372

#30c var, 15c Clear Deep Violet A fresh mint single on medium wove paper, possessing
large part original gum. The Unitrade catalogue only lists this shade on the thick paper. A
very scarce mint stamp, missing from even the most advanced Large Queen collections, Fine
OG (SG 67 £2,250) 1982 BPA cert. ........................................................ (Photo) Est. 4,000.00

373

#30i, 15c Slate Grey Fresh used single with grid '236' Ottawa transit postmark, circa 1881
(Day & Smythies #85), a few shorter perfs, F-VF ...................................... (Photo) Est. 100.00

374

#30iii, 15c Grey Used horizontal strip of four, with "Pawnbroker" variety (position 10) on
right stamp, faint toning, Victoria, B.C. (JY 23 98) CDS postmarks and partial squared circle
cancel, Fine and scarce multiple ............................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+

375

#33, 3c Bright Red on Laid Paper Used single, with decent centering for this issue,
cancelled by smudged four-ring '17' from Ingersoll (late usage), light vertical crease, still an
appealing stamp, F-VF.....................................................................................(Photo) 1,700.00
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SMALL QUEENS

376

#34, 35, 35viii, ½c & 1c Small Queen Combination Cover to Hawaii Block of four of the
½c and horizontal strip of three of the 1c (trivial perf flaws), the latter showing the distinctive
Strand of Hair (4mm) variety on the right hand stamp, all cancelled by light Esquimalt, B.C.
(MY 27 95) CDS postmarks on cover to Honolulu, Hawaii, with Victoria & San Francisco
transit and Honolulu receiver backstamps. Cover with a hint of faint toning. F-VF, a rare
destination and a most appealing cover .................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+

377

#34a, ½c Black Small Queen, imperforate mint pair, mint with full original gum, lightly
hinged, VF LH ....................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

378

B

#34iii, ½c Black Small Queen, a fresh top sheet margin gutter block of eight, top stamps are
very lightly hinged, lower stamps are NH. A pretty multiple, F-VF...... (Photo) Est. 1,100.00+
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379

#34iii, Small Queen Combination Franking Cover Half cent gutter strip of four plus single
1c, 2c and 3c tied by clear "BERLIN, ONT JA 29 96" CDS postmarks on a 2c green
embossed BABNC postal stationery envelope (U7), registered to Cleveland, Toronto (JA 29)
split ring, TOR. & SAR. M.C. "E" No.2 (JA 29) RPO transit and registered receiver boxed
datestamp in blue on reverse, piece of adhesive tape on back does not detract. An eyeappealing registered cover, showing the rare usage of a gutter multiple, VF showpiece
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+

380

#35/42, Two Small Queens covers to India Bearing two single 1c (small crease touching
one stamp) and 3c and tied by two-ring Toronto (31 JAN 95) cancels and single 5c grey tied
by Bathurst Station Toronto (OC 11 94) on cover (opened on three sides), both addressed to
Cocanada, India, with receiver backstamps. A neat duo, Fine.................. (Photo) Est. 300.00+
#35E, 1c Yellow Victoria Lithographed Essay on white surfaced, thick wove paper, prepared
by Canadian Bank Note Co. (circa 1891), horizontal imperforate pair with sheet margin at
left, choice, XF ......................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+

381

E

382

P #35Px, 1c Black Small Queen, left margin Plate imprint
PB (Type V) imperforate proof block of eight of the defaced
plate (1886), horizontal fold through third row where
sheet was folded. A UNIQUE plate imprint block, VF
...................................................... (Photo) Est. 3,500.00+

383

#35, 1c Yellow Small Queen, two franked handmade
wrappers, each bearing a single 1c with an experimental
roller of bars PRECANCEL, both addressed to France,
one with opening tear at bottom, but with two different
French backstamps dated 1893. An unusual duo, Fine
.......................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00+
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384

B

385

PB #35viii, 1c Yellow Small Queen, top margin positional block of ten, with MAJOR "STRAND
OF HAIR" (3.5mm) on bottom middle stamp (position 18), with right half of imprint above
upper left stamp, the variety being well centered within large margins, mint never hinged,
fingerprint on left pair. Most appealing positional block with this popular variety, F-VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,500.00

386

#35viii, 1c Yellow Small Queen, Medium "STRAND of HAIR" (2.5-3mm) variety on left
single, along with pair, tied by light "SUD & S.S.M. NIGHT / No.1 OC ?/95" RPO cancel on
cover with Toronto (OC 7 95) receiver backstamp. Attractive and rare on cover, Fine+
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00+

387

E

#35b, 1c Yellow Small Queen, imperforate block of four, large margins all around,
ungummed, XF ................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

#36E, 2c Dark Green Victoria Engraved Essay on india paper, on card mounted paper,
horizontal pair with sheet margin at right, most attractive and choice, XF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+
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388

P PB #36Px, 2c Black Small Queen, left margin Plate imprint (Type V) imperforate proof block of
eight of the defaced plate (1886), horizontal fold through second row where sheet was folded.
A UNIQUE showpiece, VF ................................................................... (Photo) Est. 3,500.00+

389

#36, 2c Green Small Queen, a gorgeous fresh and centered mint single with full pristine
original gum, never hinged, VF+ NH .............................................................. (Photo) 225.00+

390

391

390

#36a, 2c Deep Green Small Queen, a large margined imperforate pair, fresh colour,
ungummed, XF ...................................................................................................(Photo) 900.00

391

#36iii, 2c Deep Green (Ottawa Printing) Small Queen, imperforate pair on slightly
yellowish paper, with large margins, tied by indistinct machine cancellation on small piece.
Very seldom seen in used condition, XF (catalogue value is for mint)............ (Photo) 900.00+

392

#38, 5c Slate Green Small Queen (tiny flaws) tied by segmented cork cancel, along with
Battleford, Sask (JA 13 86) split ring, on cover to England, Winnipeg (JA 21 86) backstamp
and pen manuscript "Received at Winnipeg badly torn" on reverse, re-sealed by British Dead
Letter Office label, tied by Winchester (FE 8 86) CDS backstamp. Interesting and Fine
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00+
#39, 6c Yellow Brown Small Queen, centered horizontal pair tied by neat multiple losenge
shaped cork cancellation, along with "ST.L & O.R.R. No.1 SOUTH MY 22/74" RPO split
ring (RR-144 RF 335) on cover (missing top backflap and reduced at foot) sent to Right
Hon'ble Benjamin Disraeli, London (England's Prime Minister at the time), with two different
London receiver backstamps. A neat cover, F-VF.................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+

393
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394

#39, 6c Yellow Brown Matching pair of mourning envelopes, each bearing a single (one with
clipped perfs at bottom), both with different fancy cancels, dated 1872, one addressed to
Ireland and other to USA. A nice duo, F-VF ............................................ (Photo) Est. 300.00+
#40e, 10c Pale Milky Rose Small Queen, perf 11½x12, used single, almost very fine
centering, light smudged "NO 24 1874" (early usage) split ring cancel and partial British
receiver cancel in red, F-VF................................................................................(Photo) 650.00

395

396

397

396

#41b, 3c Orange Small Queen, large margined imperforate pair with fresh colour, full
original gum (glazed), XF OG ............................................................................(Photo) 500.00

397

#42a, 5c Grey Small Queen, mint imperforate pair, with original gum, VF OG
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 900.00

398

B

#43, 6c Red Brown Small Queen, a lovely fresh mint block of four, deep colour and showing
large portion of imprint in bottom sheet margin. Reasonably centered, and possessing full
original gum that is never hinged. F-VF NH ........................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

399

PB #43b, 6c Red Brown Upper left corner imperforate block of six with inverted "R" and "SIX
CENTS" imprint, without gum as issued. A lovely showpiece, XF......... (Photo) Est. 3,500.00
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400

#45, 10c Brown Red Small Queen, an attractive mint single with warm rich colour, and
possessing full unblemished original gum, never hinged, F-VF NH ...............(Photo) 1,375.00

401

PB #45a, 10c Rose Carmine Small Queen, bottom plate imprint strip of three, lovely fresh
colour, reasonably well centered with full original gum, F-VF NH.................(Photo) 4,125.00

402

B

403

#45a, 10c Rose Carmine Small Queen (Ottawa Printing), post office fresh mint block of
four, full original gum, very light hinge mark on bottom stamps leaving the top stamps never
hinged. A beautiful and rare mint block, Fine NH/VLH..................................(Photo) 1,500.00

#45i, 10c Rose Carmine Small Queen, a gorgeous imperforate mint pair with rich colour on
bright white wove paper, XF OG........................................................................(Photo) 750.00

Call us toll free in North America
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P

BRITISH AMERICAN BANK NOTE Engravers & Printers Montreal "Advertising sheet"
on india paper (208x130mm) in black on green, showing Victoria Widow Weed, Jacques
Cartier (Scott #208) and other vignettes, engine-turned scrolls and value tablets, etc., with
Director's names at foot, minor edge tears. Possibly UNIQUE, VF. A lovely exhibition item.
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+

405

#46, 20c Vermilion Widow Weed, a post office fresh mint single, possessing full original
gum that is never hinged, F-VF NH....................................................................(Photo) 975.00

1897 DIAMOND JUBILEE

406

407
408

P

#50P-65P, ½c-$5 1897 Diamond Jubilee Issue A desirable complete set of sixteen
horizontal plate proof pairs, printed on card mounted india paper in the issued colours, all
with fresh colours, huge margins and crisp impressions, XF, a lovely set
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 7,500.00+
B

#50, ½c Black Jubilee, a well centered and fresh used block of four, with unobtrusive CDS
cancels, VF .........................................................................................................(Photo) 500.00
#50, ½c Black Fresh and centered mint single, VF NH .....................................(Photo) 375.00
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B

#51, 1c Orange Jubilee, a very well centered and fresh mint block of four, XF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 360.00
#51i, 1c Yellow Orange Jubilee, a post office fresh and large margined mint single, XF NH
........................................................................................................................... (Photo) 90.00+
B #52i, 2c Deep Green Jubilee, a lovely fresh and well centered mint block of four, with full
original gum, never hinged, VF+ NH .................................................................(Photo) 420.00
P PB #53P, 3c Bright Rose Jubilee, Plate "OTTAWA-No-2" proof block of four, on card mounted
india paper, vertical fold between stamps (as do all known), attractive and VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
B #53, 3c Bright Rose Jubilee, a superb mint block of four with full immaculate original gum,
never hinged, XF NH.........................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#53, 3c Bright Rose Jubilee, a stunning jumbo, very well centered and with post office fresh
colour and full pristine original gum, never hinged, XF NH GEM........... (Photo) Est. 100.00+
#54, 5c Deep Blue Jubilee, fresh single tied by Montreal (AUG 3 17-0 1897) flag
cancellation on envelope addressed to Saxony, Germany, with Chemnitz receiver backstamp.
An unusual destination, F-VF ..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#55, 6c Yellow Brown Jubilee, a nice selected used single with light centrally struck Toronto
(MR 4 00) CDS postmark, VF ............................................................................(Photo) 250.00
#55, 66, 6c Yellow Brown Single, along with two ½c Leaf singles, tied by Walkerton, Ont.
(MR 27 02) CDS postmarks on registered envelope (reduced at right due to opening),
addressed to Detroit, London, Ont and Harrisburg & Southampton M.C. RPO (#O118;
RF165) backstamps and registered receiver handstamp in blue on back. An unusual franking,
VF ............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#56, 8c Brown Violet Jubilee, a lovely fresh and large margined mint single with full original
gum, never hinged, VF+ NH............................................................................ (Photo) 225.00+
B #56, 8c Dark Violet Jubilee, a scarce used block of four with Calgary postmark, VF
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 200.00+
#57, 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, a lovely post office fresh mint single, centered and with full
unblemished original gum, never hinged. Huge margins, VF+ NH................. (Photo) 450.00+

421

#57, 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, a stunning mint single, well centered within huge margins,
lovely fresh colour and with full original gum, never hinged. A great stamp, XF NH, 2005
AIEP cert. ........................................................................................................ (Photo) 450.00+

422

#57, 10c Brown Violet Jubilee along with 5c Leaf, 1c & 3c Numeral, tied by Berlin, Ont
(AU 29 98) CDS postmarks on registered cover to BOLIVIA, SOUTH AMERICA, with
portion of registration label, Bolivian backstamp plus Toronto and New York transits.
Probably underpaid 1c but still a very unusual combination and destination, F-VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#57, 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, single tied by clear Montreal (JUN 9-0 1897) "1837-1897
Victoria" commemorative flag cancellation (only five days after issue), on cover to
Longueuil, receiver backstamp. Scarce and appealing, VF ........................ (Photo) Est. 400.00
#57, 51, 10c Brown Violet Single along with 1c single tied by Montreal (JUN 15-0 1897)
"1837-1897 Victoria" commemorative Flag cancellation on clean registered envelope,
addressed locally, appealing and VF........................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#58, 15c Steel Blue Single, along with 2c Map, manuscript cancelled on 3c red Queen
Victoria postal envelope (U8) from Coteau Station, QUE (JA 7 / 99), registered to BUENOS
AIRES, ARGENTINA, New York registered label affixed, various transit backstamps, ageing
spot on back. A very scarce destination, paying the double UPU rate + 10c registration, F-VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 600.00+

423
424
425
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426

#58, 15c Steel Blue Jubilee, fresh single used on the third day of issue and tied by Montreal
(JUN 21 15-0 1897) "1837-1897 VICTORIA" commemorative Flag cancellation on a clean
registered cover, addressed locally, F-VF................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

427

#59S-65S, 20c-$5 1897 Jubilee Complete set of seven with "SPECIMEN" handstamps,
mostly well centered (very seldom seen on these Specimens), all with fresh colours and with
original gum. A selected set, difficult to duplicate in such superior quality, VF OG
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 4,900.00

428

PB #59i/iii, 20c Deep Vermilion Jubilee, a gorgeous fresh top margin Plate "OTTAWA No-21"
strip of three, showing the MAJOR RE-ENTRY in "P" of POSTAGE and extended vertical
frameline at LR (position 2), the variety and right hand stamp are mint never hinged. A lovely
and remarkable plate strip, VF NH/OG ...........................................................(Photo) 3,400.00

429

PB

#59P, 20c Vermilion Jubilee, lower right corner plate proof block of eight, on card mounted
india paper, fresh and choice with huge margins, VF ......................................(Photo) 2,800.00

430

B

#59, 20c Vermilion Jubilee, gorgeous mint block of four, with lovely fresh colour, centered,
sheet margin at top with large part of plate "OTTAWA No-2..." inscription, full original gum,
never hinged (light hinge mark in selvedge only), choice, VF+ NH, 1993 Greene Foundation
cert. ..................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,600.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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431

432
433
434

435
436

P

437

B

438
439
440

#59, 20c Vermilion Jubilee, well centered single tied by Clinton Street Toronto (OC 20 04"
CDS on registered cover sent to Germany, paying three times the 5c ½oz UPU, plus 5c
registration fee, with London red transit and light German receiver backstamps. A proper
usage on cover, F-VF.................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00
#59i, 20c Deep Vermilion Jubilee, single tied by Toronto (SEP 12-0 1897) "D" Flag
cancellation on clean envelope, addressed to Milwaukee, USA, with receiver backstamp. A
neat cover, VF............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00
#59ii, 20c Vermilion A gorgeous fresh mint single with W-E variety, full original gum,
scarce, F-VF OG .................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#59iii, 20c Vermilion Jubilee, a nice fresh single used on the fourth day of issue, with the
RE-ENTRY in "P" (position 2), tied by clear Montreal (JUN 22 1897) "1837-1897
VICTORIA" commemorative flag cancellation on unaddressed envelope. The only example
of this re-entry we have seen on cover, ideal for exhibition, VF ............. (Photo) Est. 500.00+
#59ivar, 20c Deep Vermilion Jubilee, a beautiful well centered single, deep rich colour on
bright fresh white paper, faint trace of cancel and showing "Hairline through Crown" variety,
XF GEM .......................................................................................................... (Photo) 300.00+
#60P, 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, lower right corner plate proof block of eight, on card
mounted india paper, fresh and choice with huge margins, VF .......................(Photo) 2,800.00
#60, 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, centered used block of four, with Union St. Toronto '2' roller
cancellations, horizontal crease at top, still a very scarce postally used multiple, VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#60, 50c Ultramarine Well centered used single tied by small circular "S OTTAWA AU 12
97" Parliamentary cancellation on clean cover sent to House of Commons. A philatelic but
rare single franking, VF ............................................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00+
#60, 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, a well centered single used on the fourth day of issue and tied
by Montreal (JUN 22 12-0 1897) "1837-1897 VICTORIA" commemorative Flag cancellation
to an unaddressed envelope, VF and scarce................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00
#60, 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, a fresh single tied by Toronto (SEP 6 12-0 1897) Flag "D"
cancellation to cover addressed to Milwaukee, USA, with light receiver backstamp, rare and
F-VF............................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00

441
441

B

442

443

#61, $1 Lake Jubilee, a centered mint single with crisp impression, lovely fresh colour and
full pristine original gum, never hinged. A nice stamp, VF NH ......................(Photo) 3,000.00

442

#61, $1 Lake Jubilee, a marvelous used single, centered and fresh colour, with Montreal split
ring cancellation, choice, VF ...........................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

443

#61, $1 Lake Jubilee, a pleasing used single with Toronto (MY 17 98) split ring, lovely fresh
colour, F-VF .......................................................................................................(Photo) 800.00

444

P

#62P, $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, vertical plate proof pair, on card mounted india paper, with
large margins, attractive, XF............................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

http://stores.ebay.com/Eastern-Auctions-Ltd
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445

#62, $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, a wonderful mint single, well centered within large margins,
lovely rich colour on bright white paper, possessing full original gum that is never hinged,
small trivial gum bend mentioned for accuracy and of no importance. A great stamp, XF NH,
2004 Greene Foundation cert...........................................................................(Photo) 5,400.00

446

447

446

#62, $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, a gorgeous mint single with amazingly deep rich colour, full
original gum with light hinge mark. A nice stamp, VF LH .............................(Photo) 1,800.00

447

#62, $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, a splendid mint single with deep rich colour, reasonably
centered within unusually huge margins, with full original gum, lightly hinged, F-VF LH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,450.00

448

#62S, $2 Dark Purple Well centered within large margins mint single with SPECIMEN
handstamp, large part original gum. Very seldom encountered in such superior quality,
XF OG ............................................................................................................. (Photo) 800.00+

449

P

#63P, $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, vertical plate proof pair, on card mounted india paper, vivid
colour and with large margins, XF...................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00
450
B

451

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

#63, $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, a rare postally used
block of four, well centered with nice fresh colour,
clear Montreal '8' roller cancellation, almost VF
...........................................................(Photo) 4,500.00
#64, $4 Purple Jubilee, a pleasing used single, with
nice centering, gorgeous rich colour, attractive
magenta corner postmarks, VF..........(Photo) 1,500.00
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452

453

452

#64, $4 Purple Nicely centered used single with true rich colour with face-free squared circle
cancel at top. A beautiful stamp in choice condition, XF ................................(Photo) 1,500.00

453

#65, $5 Olive Green Jubilee, a handsome mint single with gorgeous fresh colour, nicely
centered within wide margins, crisp impression on bright fresh paper, possessing full original
gum that is never hinged. A great stamp, VF NH, 2002 Sismondo cert. .........(Photo) 6,000.00

454

B

#65, $5 Olive Green A lovely sheet margin used block of four, well centered with incredible
deep rich colour, light Winnipeg magenta CDS postmarks, light vertical crease on UR stamp
(trivial), a rare and attractive multiple, VF, 2002 PF cert. ...............................(Photo) 6,000.00

455

B

#65, $5 Olive Green Jubilee, a rare used block of four, lightly applied parcel cancellation, the
bottom stamps are centered with large margins, F-VF.....................................(Photo) 4,500.00

456

457

456

#65, $5 Olive Green A lovely used single with gorgeous fresh colour, Magenta corner
cancellations, VF .............................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

457

#65S, $5 Olive Green Jubilee with "SPECIMEN" handstamp overprint, lovely fresh colour,
almost very fine centering, unused, small shallow thin, F-VF............................(Photo) 600.00

Call us toll free in North America
Dial 1(800) 667-8267
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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LEAF & NUMERAL

458

459
458

459

460

#67a, 1c Blue Green Leaf, a fresh mint imperforate pair with large margins all around and
full original gum, VF LH ....................................................................................(Photo) 500.00
B

#70, 5c Bright Blue Leaf, on bluish horizontal wove paper, top marginal imperforate block of
four, ungummed as issued, fresh, VF...............................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

#71i, 6c Brown Leaf, mint single with engraver's slip at foot (position 14L), very scarce,
large part original gum (hinge remnant), Fine OG..............................................(Photo) 450.00

461

462

461

#72, 8c Orange Numeral, on vertical wove paper, nicely centered, rich colour and with full
original gum, never hinged, VF NH....................................................................(Photo) 750.00

462

#73, 10c Brown Violet Leaf, a post office fresh mint single, reasonably centered with full
original gum, never hinged, F-VF NH ................................................................(Photo) 800.00

Fax us toll free 1(888) 867-8267
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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463

PB

#74P-84P, ½c-20c Queen Victoria Numeral Issue A remarkable complete set of ten upper
left corner plate proof blocks of four, printed on card mounted india paper in the issued
colours, all in pristine condition with fresh colours. A nice showpiece, XF and UNIQUE set
............................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 12,500.00+

464

B

#74v, ½c Black Numeral, upper right imperforate block of four on vertical wove paper,
ungummed as issued, faint bend on position 10 (could be pressed out), VF...(Photo) 1,000.00

465

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

#75, 1c Grey Green Mint single from upper right sheet corner,
with unusually huge margins, a jumbo, with fresh colour and
full original gum, never hinged (hinged in top selvedge only),
VF NH JUMBO, 2005 AIEP cert............. (Photo) Est. 125.00+
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B

#75vi, 1c Green Numeral, upper right corner imperforate block of four on vertical wove
paper, ungummed as issued, natural inclusion on LR stamp, VF and fresh.....(Photo) 1,800.00

467

468

467

B

#79ii, 5c Blue on Bluish Numeral, upper right corner imperforate block of four on horizontal
wove paper, ungummed as issued and fresh, XF .............................................(Photo) 1,800.00

468

B

#82ii, 8c Orange Numeral, upper right corner imperforate block of four on vertical wove
paper, ungummed as issued and fresh, XF.......................................................(Photo) 1,800.00

469

#83, 10c Brown Violet Numeral, a splendid well centered and fresh mint single, full original
gum, very lightly hinged, XF VLH.................................................................. (Photo) 400.00+

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
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MAP & PROVISIONALS

470

#85, 2c Black, Lavender & Carmine Well centered mint single with full original gum, never
hinged. A jumbo, XF NH................................................................................. (Photo) 150.00+

472
471
471

#85a, 2c Lavender, Black & Carmine A fresh imperforate vertical pair, ungummed as
issued, XF, 1986 APS cert. .............................................................................. (Photo) 600.00+

472

#85a, 2c Map Imperforate pair, ungummed as issued, XF.................................(Photo) 600.00

474
473
473

#86a, 2c Blue, Black & Carmine A fresh imperforate vertical pair, ungummed as issued,
VF+, 1986 APS cert............................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

474

#86a, 2c Blue, Black & Carmine A fresh imperforate pair, ungummed as issued, VF+
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

475

S

#87, 2c on 3c Carmine Leaf Provisional, full Plate "OTTAWA-No-6" sheet of 100 stamps,
with twenty "Narrow spacing" variety strips of three (4-4.5mm versus normal 6mm) in 3-5 &
6-8 columns, full original gum, with gum thins on several stamps due to adhesions. A very
rare intact full sheet, VF NH/LH .................................................................. (Photo) 2,500.00+

476

S

#88, 2c on 3c Carmine Numeral Provisional Surcharge, left Plate "OTTAWA-No-5" full
sheet of 100 stamps, fresh, full original gum, never hinged, three stamps with gum wrinkle /
disturbance. A rare intact sheet, F-VF NH.......................................................(Photo) 5,750.00
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437
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470

Take advantage of our easy and convenient ways to place your bid(s).
Call us toll free in North America
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KING EDWARD VII

477

P

478

P

Edward VII Engraved vignette in Military Uniform, in black on wove (measuring 42 x 49
mm) and mounted on card, attractive, VF................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00
King Edward VII Engraved vignette in Military Uniform, in black on card mounted on india
paper (55 x 66 mm) with 'H.H. PRINCE of WALES / P11' and 'CANADA BANK NOTE CO.
MONTREAL' imprint at foot. Attractive and VF ....................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00

479

#89a, 1c Green Edward VII, large even margined imperforate pair, ungummed as issued,
lovely fresh colour, natural paper inclusion, VF+...............................................(Photo) 800.00

480

#92, 7c Olive Bistre Edward VII, a post office fresh and centered mint single with large
margins and full original gum, never hinged. A choice stamp, VF NH ..............(Photo) 600.00

481

PB #92i, 7c Greenish Bistre Edward VII, mint Plate "OTTAWA-No-2" block of six, left pair is
never hinged, scarce, F-VF OG .................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00
#93, 10c Brown Lilac Edward VII, single tied by Montreal Station B (FE 28 05) duplex
cancel on cover to Florence, Italy, with light Firenza receiver backstamp, creases and
wrinkles at top of cover affecting the stamp, nevertheless a rare single usage, paying the
double UPU letter rate, VF appearance..................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+

482

483

PB #93a, 10c Brown Lilac Edward VII, imperforate with full even margins, nice colour, without
gum as issued, very scarce and choice, XF......................................................(Photo) 1,250.00
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QUEBEC TERCENTENARY

484

486

488
487
484

P

485

#96DP, ½c Black Brown Quebec Tercentenary Large Die Proof on india paper (71x51mm)
sunk on card (112x103mm) with die "F-199" number & "AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.
OTTAWA" imprint below. Rare and attractive, XF ................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
#99, 5c Blue Mint single with unusually huge margins, fresh, with full original gum, never
hinged, VF NH................................................................................................. (Photo) 225.00+

486

P

#100DP, 7c Olive Green Quebec Tercentenary Large Die Proof on india paper (70x62mm),
sunk on card (111x104mm), with die "F-197" number & "AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.
OTTAWA" imprint below. Rare and attractive, XF ................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

487

P

#101DP, 10c Deep Violet Quebec Tercentenary Large Die Proof on india paper (88x75mm),
sunk on card (126x102mm) with die "F-195" number & "AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.
OTTAWA" imprint. Rare and attractive, XF........................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

488

P

#102DP, 15c Orange Quebec Tercentenary Large Die Proof on india paper (76x63mm), sunk
on card (93x81mm), with die "F-196" number and "AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.
OTTAWA" imprint below. Rare and attractive, owner's stamp, XF........ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

489

#103, 20c Brown Quebec Tercentenary, top plate "OTTAWA-No-1" pair, mint with fresh
colour and full original gum, small hinge remnant, very attractive, F-VF OG (Photo) 425.00+
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ADMIRAL

490

P

King George V Engraved vignette in Military Uniform, in black on india paper, mounted on
card (some gum staining) with BABN imprint and die '171' number at foot with 'King George'
notation and '3576' handstamp in blue. Attractive and Fine ....................... (Photo) Est. 200.00

491

#104-122, 107a, 112a, 1c-$1 1911-1925 Admiral Issue Complete fresh mint set of eighteen
stamps, plus the 2c green & 5c violet on thin paper, all reasonably centered and mint never
hinged, F-VF NH .............................................................................................(Photo) 2,400.00

492

B

493

BP #107f, 2c Yellow Green Admiral, dry printing, a fresh booklet pane of six, centered and with
full original gum, never hinged, very scarce in choice condition, VF NH..........(Photo) 840.00

494

F

495

B

496

B

497

B

#105, 1c Yellow Admiral, wet printing, Die I, Type C lathework mint block of fourteen
stamps, lovely fresh colour, reasonably centered, full original gum, one stamp LH and end
stamps with mount line on gum, other stamps never hinged, F-VF, very attractive
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 750.00+

#108, 3c Brown Admiral, tete-beche imperforate pair, the work of Andre Frodel, an expert at
producing dangerous fakes. A lovely item for your reference collection. VF.
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#109diii, 3c Rose Carmine Admiral, wet printing, pyramid guideline block of four, well
centered, lovely fresh colour, full original gum, light hinge mark on upper left stamp, natural
vertical gum skip on left stamps and small crease in top selvedge, otherwise a very scarce
shade pyramid guide block, VF NH/LH ................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+
#110, 4c Olive Yellow Admiral, wet printing, lower left corner mint block of four with Type
D inverted lathework, deep fresh colour and full original gum, F-VF NH .........(Photo) 675.00
#110, 4c Olive Yellow Admiral, wet printing, a fresh mint block of four with Type D
lathework, full original gum, Fine NH................................................................(Photo) 600.00
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498

499
498

#111, 5c Dark Blue Admiral, wet printing, a lovely fresh and centered mint single with full
original gum, never hinged, VF+ NH .................................................................(Photo) 600.00

499

PB #111, 5c Blue Admiral, wet printing, bottom Plate "OTTAWA-NoA10" block of four,
centered with large margins and gorgeous fresh colour, full original gum, three stamps are
never hinged, VF OG.......................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

500

501

500

PB #111, 5c Pale Blue shade Admiral, bottom Plate "OTTAWA-No-4" strip of three, nice fresh
colour and full original gum, right stamp is lightly hinged, other two stamps never hinged, FVF .................................................................................................................... (Photo) 850.00+

501

PB #111, 5c Blue Admiral, a fresh bottom Plate "OTTAWA-No-A13" block of four, bottom
stamps are never hinged, Fine NH/OG ............................................................ (Photo) 360.00+

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us 1(800) 667-8267 ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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502

503

502

PB #111a, 5c Indigo Admiral, first wet printing, Plate No.2 block of four, rich colour, lower
right stamp is never hinged, rest lightly hinged, Fine+.................................... (Photo) 500.00+

503

B

504

PB #112, 5c Violet Admiral, wet printing, well centered Plate "T-5-OTTAWA-No-A15 940-L"
strip of ten, fresh, stamps are all mint never hinged, light hinge marks in selvedge only with
some pencil notation, natural gum skip on position 7. A lovely plate strip, VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 900.00+
B #113, 7c Yellow Ochre Admiral, a fresh mint block of four, with Type B lathework, bottom
stamps are never hinged, F-VF LH .....................................................................(Photo) 500.00

505

#111b, 5c Grey Blue Admiral, wet printing, centered mint block of four, true rich colour, full
original gum, light hinge mark at centre, scarce multiple, VF LH......................(Photo) 800.00

506

507

#113c, 7c Sage Green Admiral, wet printing,
PB bottom Plate "OTTAWA-No-3" strip of three, lovely
fresh colour, full original gum, left stamp is never
hinged, F-VF OG .............................(Photo) 600.00+

#114iii, 7c Red Brown on Thin Paper Admiral, dry
B printing, centered and fresh mint block of four. A very rare
multiple, VF NH ......................................... (Photo) 3,000.00

We Accept the following Credit Cards

e y t w
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508

#114iii, 7c Red Brown on Thin Paper Admiral, dry printing, a fresh and centered mint
never hinged stamp, VF NH ...............................................................................(Photo) 750.00

511
509
509

B

#116, 10c Plum Admiral, a wonderful centered and fresh mint block of four with Type C
lathework in bottom sheet margin that has been skillfully reattached. A difficult block to
find, VF OG, 2004 Greene Foundation cert.....................................................(Photo) 2,625.00

510

B

#118, 10c Bistre Brown Admiral, dry printing, a lovely well centered and fresh mint block of
four, full original gum, two stamps are never hinged, XF LH ......................... (Photo) 400.00+

511

#118, 10c Bistre Brown Admiral used, with "PS" private perfin and full Type D lathework,
very rare, the only used perfin single we have ever seen, F-VF showpiece
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

512

#119c, 20c Dark Olive Green Admiral, wet printing lower left sheet corner horizontal mint
pair, with plate"A5" inscription and full Type A lathework, shows "5" inscription under
lathework on right stamp, fresh with full original gum. A very scarce and attractive plate
position pair, Fine+ LH............................................................................. (Photo) Est. 600.00+
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PB #119iv, 20c Olive Green Admiral, re-drawn frameline, dry printing, Plate "F.D.-OTTAWANoA-9, block of six, with light "20" underneath plate number (most likely a printing order
number), fresh colour, right stamps are lightly hinged leaving left block of four never hinged,
Fine and scarce plate block .............................................................................. (Photo) 600.00+

514

515

514

B

#122, $1 Orange Admiral, dry printing, a superb mint block of four with fresh colour and full
original gum, never hinged, XF NH.................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

515

B

#122biii, $1 Deep Orange Admiral wet printing pyramid guideline block of four, very fresh
with lightly applied Kingston Nov 1926 cancellations, some trivial perforation separation and
minor vertical crease in selvedge only that in no way detract from the appearance of this very
rare block, VF showpiece ........................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

516

#123, 1c Dark Green Admiral, vertical coil strip of four, perf 8 horizontally, post office fresh
colour, full original gum, never hinged, F-VF NH .............................................(Photo) 835.00
#123i, 1c Dark Green Admiral, well centered and fresh mint paste-up coil pair, perf 8
horizontally, full original gum, light crease on top stamp as often, otherwise VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00
#126ai, 1c Orange Admiral, wet printing, Die I, part perforated vertical mint pair,
imperforate horizontally, a gorgeous well centered mint pair, showing Full Type B lathework,
bottom stamp with lathework is never hinged, very light hinge mark at top, XF VLH
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 450.00+

517
518

519

B

#135, 3c Brown Confederation, a stunning mint block with precise centering and gorgeous
fresh colour, full pristine original gum, never hinged. A very difficult multiple to find in
superb condition, XF NH................................................................................. (Photo) 720.00+
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#135, 3c Brown Confederation, a nicely centered mint single, fresh and with full original
gum, never hinged, VF NH.................................................................................(Photo) 180.00
#135a, 3c Brown Confederation, imperforate vertical pair, fresh colour, ungummed as issued,
VF .......................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

522

PB #136, 1c Yellow Admiral, mint imperforate plate "T-3-OTTAWA-No-A-179 901 AF" block
of twelve stamps, full original gum with all stamps are never hinged, light hinge marks in the
selvedge only, VF .................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

523

PB #137, 2c Green Admiral, mint imperforate plate "T-8-OTTAWA-No-A-188-910-BF"
inscription block of ten, fresh, full original gum, never hinged, choice XF NH
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 900.00+

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
or
E-Mail us easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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524

PB #138, 3c Carmine Admiral, imperforate Plate "T-7-OTTAWA-No-A130 944 BK" block of
twelve stamps, large margins, fresh, mint with full original gum, light hinge mark on position
3-4 leaving the rest never hinged. VF, undercatalogued and exceedingly rare (two known)
...................................................................................................................... (Photo) 1,250.00+

525

PB #138, 3c Carmine Admiral, imperforate Plate "T-7-OTTAWA-No-A127 944 BG" inscription
block of twelve stamps with full Type D lathework, full original gum, never hinged, small
gum wrinkle on LR stamp, mentioned for accuracy only, XF NH .................. (Photo) 870.00+

526

PB #138, 3c Carmine Admiral, bottom mint imperforate plate "T-7-OTTAWA-No-A126
944BG" block of eight with Full Type D lathework, light hinge mark on UL and UR stamp,
leaving rest of the stamps never hinged. A nice plate, VF..................................(Photo) 575.00
PB #138ii, 3c Carmine Admiral, imperforate upper right sheet corner mint block of four, with
"R-GAUGE" inscription, full original gum, never hinged, choice, VF NH........(Photo) 375.00

527
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528
B

529

530
B

531
B

#139i, 2c on 3c Carmine Admiral Provisional, Die I,
centered mint block of four, with surcharge shifted down
and at a slight angle, lower right stamp is never hinged,
VF OG ...................................................... (Photo) 675.00
#139i, 2c on 3c Carmine Admiral Provisional, neat
selection of four different surcharge positions, all badly
shifted, with normal to compare, all fresh mint never
hinged, "KB" handstamp on back on each stamp.
K. Bileski's note states "only 100 of each exist",
F-VF NH............................................ (Photo) Est. 750.00

#139iii, 2c on 3c Carmine Admiral Provisional, Die
I, mint pyramid guideline block of four, very well
centered, post office fresh colour and full pristine
original gum, XF NH GEM ........... (Photo) 1,125.00+
#140ii, 2c on 3c Carmine Admiral Provisional, left
sheet margin mint never hinged block of four with
"Phantom" Pyramid guideline in bottom selvedge,
scarcer than the strong Pyramid guideline, VF NH
............................................................ (Photo) 560.00

1927 CONFEDERATION & HISTORICAL
532

#141a-145a, 1c-12c Confederation Mint set of five imperforate pairs, fresh, the 5c is never
hinged, VF LH ....................................................................................................(Photo) 880.00

533

PB #143a, 3c Parliament Buildings A lovely mint upper right plate "OTTAWA-NoA-2 943-Q"
block of eight, fresh mint with full original gum, never hinged, XF NH, very rare
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

534

#143c, 145c, 3c & 12c 1927 Confederation Vertical mint pairs, imperforate horizontally,
both from the upper left corner of the sheet, well centered, fresh and never hinged, VF+ NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 480.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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535

536

B

P

#144a, 5c Sir Wilfrid Laurier Mint imperforate block of four with large even margins,
XF NH ................................................................................................................ (Photo) 480.00

#146DP-148DP, 5c, 12c & 20c 1927 Historical Issue Complete set of three Large Die
Proofs, sunk on large cards, 5c & 20c on 222x152mm card and 12c on 150x138mm card,
with die "X-G-147/149" numbers at top. A great showpiece and rare, XF
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+

537

#146a-148a, 5c-20c 1927 Historical Issue Mint set of three imperforate pairs, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 960.00

538

#146b-148b, 5c-20c 1927 Historical Issue Mint set of three horizontal pairs, imperforate
vertically, well centered, fresh and never hinged, VF NH ..................................(Photo) 960.00

SCROLL

539

#149b-159a, 1c-$1.00 1928-1929 King George V "Scroll" Issue An attractive and fresh
complete mint set of eleven imperforate pairs, all horizontal, XF NH ............(Photo) 5,200.00
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540

#149d-154b, 1c-8c Scroll Issue Mint set of six horizontal pairs, imperforate vertically, all
well centered, fresh and never hinged (2c has small glazed gum spot), VF+ NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,350.00

541

#149d-159b, 1c-$1.00 1928-1929 King George V "Scroll" Issue A lovely fresh and selected
complete set of eleven horizontal pairs, imperforate vertically, all nicely centered and with
full original gum, never hinged. Very seldom seen in such choice condition, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 5,325.00

542

#149c, 150c, 153c, 1c, 2c & 5c Scroll Issue Set of three imperforate tete-beche booklet
panes, all with large margins around, fresh, each with two stamps hinged leaving the tetebeche pairs and the rest of the stamps never hinged, XF and rare showpiece
...................................................................................................................... (Photo) 4,050.00+

543

#150b/155c, 2c/10c Scroll Issue Mint selection of four items, which includes #150b, 152b,
153b and 155c, VF LH........................................................................................(Photo) 675.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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544

P

545

P

546

P

547

#150DP, 2c Green Scroll, Large Die Proof, without die number on india paper (75x87mm)
on large card (146x170mm), with postmaster general's "PJV" initials at LL and "4/9/28" date
and initials in pencil at LR. Rare showpiece, XF...................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#151, 3c Dark Carmine Scroll Large Die Proof without die number on india paper
(75x85mm) sunk on card (145x154mm), with postmaster general's "PJV" initials at LL and "5
Oct 28" in pencil below. A rare showpiece, XF........................................ (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#154DP, 8c Blue Scroll Large Die Proof on india paper (76x84mm), sunk on large card
(152x161mm), without die number. Rare and XF .................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#155c, 156c, 157c, 10c, 12c & 20c Scroll Issue Three different vertical mint pairs
imperforate horizontally, all fresh, centered and never hinged, VF NH ..........(Photo) 1,125.00

548

PB #157a, 20c Harvesting Wheat Upper left plate "OTTAWA-NoA-2 935A-I" inscription
block of eight stamps, mint with full original gum, never hinged. A very rare showpiece,
VF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 2,500.00

549

PB #157c, 20c Harvesting Wheat Well centered and fresh top Plate "OTTAWA-No-A3 935 AI"
block of six, imperforate horizontally, some reinforced perf separation in selvedge only. A
pretty plate block, VF OG........................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,500.00
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551
550
550

PB #158, 50c Bluenose A beautiful mint Plate "OTTAWA-NoA3 936Y" block of four, well
centered and fresh, with full original gum, bottom stamps are hinged, top pair never hinged.
A very scarce plate block in choice condition, VF LH ....................................(Photo) 2,400.00

551

#158, 50c Bluenose Centered and fresh mint single with plate "OTTAWA-NoA-2"
inscription in top sheet margin, full original gum, never hinged, light trace of fingerprints on
gum, still a nice stamp, VF NH........................................................................ (Photo) 600.00+

552

553

552

#158b, 50c Bluenose A nice and fresh horizontal mint pair, imperforate vertically, with sheet
margin at left, VF NH ......................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

553

#158b, 50c Bluenose Mint horizontal pair, imperforate vertically, centered and fresh, with
full original gum, never hinged, VF NH ..........................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

554

#159, $1 Olive Green Parliament, a gorgeous post office fresh mint single, well centered and
with full unblemished original gum, never hinged, choice, VF NH ...................(Photo) 800.00

555

#159, $1 Parliament Single, centered to right, tied by Sydney, N.S. (JAN 14 30) split ring
cancellations on a registered airmail cover addressed to Uruguay, South America, with
straightline "INCONNU" & "NON RECLAME" handstamps, with 16 (!) mostly different
backstamps. A rare single franking cover, F-VF....................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
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B

557

#159a, $1 Parliament Building An attractive upper right corner of sheet imperforate mint
block of four, showing small part plate inscription, full unblemished original gum, never
hinged, XF NH.................................................................................................(Photo) 2,700.00

#159b, $1 Olive Green Parliament Building, a post office fresh and centered horizontal mint
pair, imperforate vertically, with full immaculate original gum, never hinged, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,350.00

ARCH
558

S

#171, 8c Dark Blue George V Arch Issue, Plate No.1 full sheet of 100 stamps, many very
fine centered stamps, fresh and with full original gum, never hinged. An undercatalogued
stamp that is rare in a full intact sheet, F-VF NH ...........................................(Photo) 4,545.00

559

560

559

#174a, 12c Quebec Citadel Mint imperforate pair with large even margins, fresh and never
hinged, XF NH.............................................................................................. (Photo) 1,350.00+

560

#174a, 12c Quebec Citadel Mint imperforate pair with large margins and sheet margin at
right, post office fresh colour and full pristine original gum, never hinged. A superb
imperforate pair, XF NH............................................................................... (Photo) 1,350.00+
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561

562

561

#175a, 20c Brown Red Mint imperforate pair with huge margins, lovely fresh colour, full
original gum, never hinged, XF NH.............................................................. (Photo) 1,350.00+

562

#176a, 50c Grand Pre Mint imperforate pair with fresh colour and large margins, sheet
margin at left, with plate "NO.1" inscription at lower left, full original gum, light trace of a
hinge mark at top only. A choice pair, XF LH.............................................. (Photo) 1,200.00+

563

564

563

#177a, $1 Mt. Edith Cavell A fresh imperforate mint pair with large even margins and full
pristine original gum, XF NH ....................................................................... (Photo) 1,800.00+

564

#177a, $1 Mt. Edith Cavell Mint imperforate pair, with fresh colour, large margins and full
pristine original gum, never hinged, choice, XF NH .................................... (Photo) 1,800.00+

MEDALLION

565

#195c-200a, 1c-8c 1932 Medallion Issue A choice mint set of six imperforate pairs (1c-3c
rotary press; 4c-8c flat press), all with large margins and fresh colours, full original gum,
never hinged, XF NH.................................................................................... (Photo) 2,700.00+
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566

#195c, 1c Dark Green Medallion, a fresh large margined imperforate mint pair with sheet
margin at foot, XF NH ..................................................................................... (Photo) 450.00+
#196a, 2c Medallion Mint imperforate pair, VF+ NH .......................................(Photo) 450.00

567
568

#197b, 3c Deep Red Medallion, rotary press, a fresh imperforate mint pair with large
margins, full original gum, never hinged, choice, XF NH............................... (Photo) 450.00+
#197b, 3c Medallion Mint imperforate pair, rotary press, VF+ NH ..................(Photo) 450.00

569
570

#198a, 4c Ochre Medallion, imperforate mint pair with full original gum, never hinged,
VF NH ................................................................................................................(Photo) 450.00

571

572

571

#201a, 13c Quebec Citadel A gorgeous fresh mint imperforate pair with sheet margin at
right, full unblemished original gum, never hinged, XF NH ........................ (Photo) 1,500.00+

572

#203a, 20c 1933 Grain Exhibition Fresh mint imperforate pair, with sheet margin at right,
trivial fingerprint on gum, mentioned for accuracy only, VF+ NH .................(Photo) 1,125.00

573

B

#204a, 5c Royal William Mint imperforate block of four, large margins including sheet
margin at foot, tiny gum wrinkle on LL stamp and a few tiny natural inclusion spots on gum,
insignificant for this rare item, VF+ NH..........................................................(Photo) 2,250.00
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574
574

P

575

Jacques Cartier Engraved portrait in blue on wove paper (63 x 102 mm), with 'QUEBEC'
BABN imprint and die 'No34' number at foot, the same design used for the issued 1934 3c
value. Desirable and VF.............................................................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00

575

PB #208a, 3c Jacques Cartier A lovely lower right imperforate Plate No.1 block of four, fresh,
full original gum, light hinge at top, bottom pair is never hinged. A very scarce plate, VF
showpiece ................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

576

#210a, 2c New Brunswick Seal Fresh imperforate mint pair, VF NH ...........(Photo) 1,275.00

577

#211a, 1c Princess Elizabeth Silver Jubilee, a large margined imperforate mint pair with full
original gum, never hinged, XF NH................................................................. (Photo) 450.00+

578

P

#214DP, 5c Prince of Wales Large Progressive Die Proof on india paper (75x83mm), sunk
on card (90x97mm) without imprints. Missing corner triangles in lower value tablet boxes.
Very rare and for exhibition, XF.............................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00

579

P

#215DP, 10c Olive Green Large Trial Colour Die Proof, with die "X-G-592" number and
"CANADIAN BANK NOTE CO LTD." imprint at bottom, sunk on large card (227x152mm),
pencil notation "wrong colour / 0840 / Not issued in this colour" on back. Attractive and rare,
XF ............................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
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KING GEORGE V PICTORIAL

580

PB

#217P-227P, 1c-$1 1935 King George V Pictorial Issue Complete set of eleven plate proof
blocks of eight with horizontal gutter margins between, on card mounted india paper, 1c to 8c
low values have horizontal fold between top pairs (as do all known). An attractive and
valuable showpiece set, VF.................................................................... (Photo) Est. 12,500.00

581

B

#217-227, 1c-$1 1935 King George V Pictorial Issue Complete set of eleven imperforate
mint blocks of four, all from a corner of the sheet, fresh colours, mint never hinged, all with
"HHH" owner's handstamp on back. A great showpiece, VF NH....................(Photo) 8,400.00

582

P

#218DP, 2c Brown George V, Large Die Proof on india paper, sunk on large card with die
"XG-601" number at top, VF .................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
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P

#219DP, 3c Carmine George V, Large Die Proof on india paper, sunk on large card, with die
"X-G-579" number and Canadian Bank Note imprint at bottom, VF ...... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#219c, 3c Dark Carmine George V, printed on the gum side error, rare, F-VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 475.00

584

585

586

B

#221a, 5c Blue George V, horizontal mint pair,
imperforate vertically, unusually well centered for this
variety, fresh and never hinged, XF NH
..................................................................(Photo) 450.00

#221b, 5c Blue Post office fresh mint imperforate block of four with sheet margin at top, full
pristine original gum, never hinged, XF NH.................................................... (Photo) 600.00+

587

P

#224DP, 13c Violet Charlottetown Conference, Large Die Proof on india paper (87x76), sunk
on large card (165x119mm), with die "X-G-581" number & "CANADA BANK NOTE CO
LTD" imprint below. Very scarce and attractive, XF .............................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

588

P

#227TCDP, $1.00 Olive Green Large Trial Colour Die Proof on india paper (85x75mm,
sunk on large card (228x150mm), with die "X-G-584" and "CANADIAN BANK NOTE CO.
LTD" imprint below, "O-883" (order number?) in pencil on back. Very few are known to
exist, XF................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

589

PB #227i, $1 Pale Blue Champlain Statue, lower left Plate No.1 imprint block of ten and "No.1
515" in left margin, fresh and with full original gum, never hinged. An attractive key plate
block, VF NH...................................................................................................(Photo) 1,890.00

590

P

591

P

King Edward VIII Engraved portrait in military uniform proof on wove paper (measuring 49
x 54 mm). A nice item, VF ......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
King Edward VIII Engraved portrait in Navy uniform with '193' number at foot on wove
paper, measuring 46 x 58 mm. Attractive and VF ...................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
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KING GEORGE VI MUFTI & PICTORIAL

592

#231-236, 1c-8c King George VI Mufti Issue An attractive complete mint set of six
imperforate pairs, all with sheet margin at top or bottom, full pristine original gum, never
hinged, VF+ NH ..............................................................................................(Photo) 3,600.00

593

PB #231c, 1c Green Mufti, lower right imperforate Plate No.1 block of four, fresh and with full
immaculate original gum, never hinged. A very rare plate, possibly UNIQUE, XF NH
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

594

P

#233DP, 3c Carmine Mufti Large Die Proof on india paper (79x86mm) sunk on large card
(228x150mm) with die "X-G-649" and inscriptions "H.M.KING GEORGE VI" above and
"CANADIAN BANK NOTE COMPANY" imprint below. A great showpiece, XF
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

595

P

#237DP, 3c 1937 King George VI Coronation Large Die Proof in a darker shade than the
issued stamp on india paper (99x89mm), die sunk on large card (229x153mm), with die "XG-663" and "CANADIAN BANK NOTE COMPANY, LIMITED" imprint. A very rare item,
XF ............................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,250.00

596
597

#237a, 3c 1937 Coronation Imperforate mint pair with huge margins and sheet margin at
left, full original gum, lightly hinged, XF LH.....................................................(Photo) 800.00
#241c, 10c Carmine Rose Imperforate mint pair with large margins and fresh colour, XF LH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
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598

599

598

#242a, 13c Halifax Harbour Fresh imperforate mint pair with large even margins and sheet
margin at right, full original gum, never hinged, XF NH ................................ (Photo) 600.00+

599

#243a, 20c Fort Garry Lower right sheet corner imperforate mint pair with huge margins
and showing part of cutting guideline arrow, fresh, full original gum, never hinged, XF NH
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 600.00+

600

601

600

#244a, 50c Vancouver Harbour Lower left sheet corner imperforate mint pair with huge
margins and showing part of guideline arrow, fresh and with full original gum, never hinged,
XF NH ............................................................................................................. (Photo) 600.00+

601

#245b, $1 Chateau de Ramesay Upper right sheet corner imperforate mint pair, lovely fresh
colour, full original gum, never hinged, XF NH..............................................(Photo) 1,050.00

602

P

#246DP-248DP, 1c, 2c & 3c 1939 Royal Visit Issue Large Die Proofs on india paper
(97x82mm), die sunk on large card (227x152mm) with Die "X-G-685/687" and
"CANADIAN BANK NOTE COMPANY" imprints. A lovely and rare set, XF
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 3,000.00
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B

#247a, 2c War Memorial Positional imperforate mint block of four, showing centre
guidelines in left sheet margin, fresh and with full pristine original gum, never hinged,
XF NH .......................................................................................................... (Photo) 1,500.00+

KING GEORGE VI WAR

#249-256, 1c-8c 1942-1943 King George VI War Issue Imperforate mint set of eight pairs,
all with fresh colours and full pristine original gum, never hinged, VF+ NH.. (Photo) 3,600.00

604

605

PE

#250, (2c) George VI War Issue Large Trial Colour Progressive Die Proof in red on india
paper (46x52mm), die sunk on larger card (70x75mm), taken from the Ferrotype (King facing
right). Only four such Die Proofs are known. A great King George VI showpiece, XF
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,750.00
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606

P

#250DP, 2c Dark Brown George VI War Issue, Large Die Proof on india paper (76x88mm),
die sunk on large card (133x205mm), with "H.M. KING GEORGE VI" & "CANADIAN
BANK NOTE COMPANY LIMITED" and die "X-G-740" number at bottom. Very rare with
none present at the ABNCo. sale, XF .................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

607

P

#252DP, 3c Rose Violet George VI War Issue, Die Proof (stamp size) on india paper
mounted on card with "XG 741" die number in pencil, very scarce, VF .... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#252var, 3c Rose Violet George VI War Issue, mint block of ten showing a dramatic major
perforation shift of vertical perfs (4mm to 7mm), includes a large portion of sheet margin at
right creating a missing left "3" variety on the right pair, light bends caused when the sheet
"buckled" during perforating. Interesting and NH .................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+

608

609

610

B

P

#255DP, 5c Deep Blue George VI War Issue, Large Die Proof on india paper (75x80mm),
die sunk on large card (200x154mm), with "H.M. KING GEORGE VI" & "CANADIAN
BANK NOTE COMPANY LIMITED" and die "X-G-743" number at bottom. Very rare, XF
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
#258a, 13c Ram Tank Fresh imperforate mint pair with large even margins, XF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

611

612

#259a, 14c Ram Tank An
PB attractive upper right imperforate
Plate No.1 inscription block of
four, large margins, fresh and
with full immaculate original
gum, never hinged. A UNIQUE
positional plate, XF NH
.................. (Photo) Est. 2,500.00

#260a, 20c Corvette A
PB gorgeous upper left imperforate
Plate No.2 inscription block of
four, large margins, fresh and
with full pristine original gum,
never hinged. One of the two
known positional plate, XF NH
............... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00
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613

#260a, 20c Corvette Imperforate mint pair, sheet margin at right, fresh colour and never
hinged, VF NH....................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

614

615

616

617

#261a, 50c Munitions An
PB attractive lower right imperforate
Plate No.1 inscription block of
four, with large margins, fresh, full
pristine original gum, never
hinged. A UNIQUE plate block,
XF NH ....... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00

#261a, 50c Munitions Imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at left, fresh and never
hinged, VF NH....................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

P

#293DP, 5c George VI Large Unhardened Die Proof on card mounted india paper
(72x74mm), albino die "X-G-881" at top, signed John Hay (engraver) in mirror image, light
insignificant stain well clear of the image, VF and scarce........................ (Photo) Est. 600.00+
#300, 4c Dark Carmine George VI coil issue, the key value, wholesale lot of 100 mostly in
strips of four, F-VF NH ...................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00
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ELIZABETHAN
MODERN ERRORS & VARIETIES

618

P

2c CBN Experimental Specimens Four different imperforate proof pairs on wove paper, in
black on yellow, blue on yellow, green (gummed) and violet black on surfaced paper. Very
scarce, XF ................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

619

#341var, 5c Blue Wilding, vertical mint pair, portion of sheet margin at top, imperforate
between stamp and sheet margin, with the top horizontal row of perfs shifted 16mm down,
going through the Queen's neck, very unusual and appealing, VF NH....... (Photo) Est. 200.00

622
B

623

620 B
E

4c Indian Head Essay Imperforate lower right corner
block of four in black, red and beige on gummed wove
paper, never hinged. An attractive multiple of this
seldom seen rejected design, VF NH
......................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

621

#404F, 4c Cameo Postal counterfeit pair tied by
Longueuil, PQ (16 II 1977) machine wavy cancellation
on cover to Montreal, with return address on back.
Very scarce usage on cover to defraud the Post office,
most of the counterfeit stock was seized by the RCMP,
VF ................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00

F

#427ii, 5c Pitcher Plant Well centered mint block of four with
sheet margin at foot, RED DOUBLE PRINTED, both
impressions clearly visible and well separated. Very scarce and
VF NH, the nicest example of this error we have seen
.............................................. (See Photo on Page 148) 2,400.00

B

#450var, 5c Parliamentary Library Right sheet margin int block of four with major
perforation shift, vertical perfs 7mm to left, going through "5" denomination. A neat and
dramatic variety, NH................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
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Catalogue Value
PB #454/465B, Centennial Plate Block Collection A clean collection of over 70 mint never
hinged matched sets of this popular issue, Plates Inscriptions or Blank corners as issued.
Noted #465B ($160), 465Biii ($250), 462piv ($130), etc. Majority VF NH Catalogue value
over ............................................................................................................................... 2,000.00

625
626
625

#459bpii, 6c Orange Centennial, perf 12½x12, Winnipeg Tagged on Hibrite paper, mint
never hinged. The toughest Centennial stamp to find with only 27 mint examples recorded
according to K. Bileski, VF NH, rare and undercatalogued..................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

626

#459bpii, 6c Orange Centennial, perf 12½x12, Winnipeg Tagged on Hibrite paper, tied by
St. Norbert, Manitoba (22 DEC 69) CDS postmark on small piece. According to K. Bileski,
this is the earliest recorded used example. A truly tough and key Centennial Issue, VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00+

627

628

627

PB #460fpii, 6c Black Centennial, CBN, perf 12, GT2 on low fluorescent paper, an impressive
MAJOR PERFORATION SHIFT of vertical perfs (8-9mm) and horizontal perfs (14-15mm),
mint upper right Plate No.2 block of nine. A UNIQUE positional plate block, ideal for
exhibition, NH ......................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

628

PB #460fpii, 6c Black A remarkable and dramatic PERFORATION SHIFT, horizontal perfs 1011mm up, upper left Plate No.2 block of nine, showing "OTTAWA No.2" from the next
sheet, CBN, perf 12, GT2, on low fluorescent paper. A great Centennial showpiece, NH
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

629

S

#462piv, 10c Olive Green Centennial, Winnipeg Tagged on low fluorescent paper, PVA, a
dramatic misguillotined sheet (between left and right sheet of 50 stamps, creating a large
foldover on left sheet and on the right, now consisting of a block of ten, showing a nice
portion of gutter margin with stamps from the left sheet. A neat "freak" for the specialist, NH
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+
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630

#468Ac, 6c Orange Imperforate coil pair on dull fluorescent paper, VF NH ....(Photo) 400.00

631

B

#535a, 6c Maple Leaf in Spring Mint block of four with sheet margin at foot, imperforate
except for perfs at foot, which is likely the reason the printer missed this error, tiny gum
wrinkle that is hardly worth mentioning for this modern rarity of which a maximum of fifteen
blocks could exist, XF NH...............................................................................(Photo) 2,400.00

632

B

#544iiivar, 8c Slate Centennial on hibrite paper, early PVA gum, lower left blank corner
block of four with dramatic perforation shift (8mm to left), a very attractive variety, NH
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00

633

634

635

633

#549a, 7c Emerald Green Centennial on hibrite paper, DEX, imperforate mint pair, never
hinged. Missing from most Centennial collections, VF NH ............................(Photo) 1,500.00

634

#550a, 8c Slate Centennial on low fluorescent paper, PVA gum, imperforate mint coil pair,
very scarce, XF NH ............................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

635

#550q, 8c Slate Centennial, imperforate coil pair on fluorescent paper, with General Tagging
(GT2), VF NH..................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

636

#586var, 1c Macdonald Caricature, bottom margin mint block of thirty stamps, showing a
dramatic TRIPLE PERFORATION across bottom row. An impressive multiple for
exhibition, VF NH ................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00+
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638

639

Catalogue Value
PB #587vii, 2c Sir Wilfrid Laurier Lower right blank corner of four, imperforate bottom half of
stamps and in margin, very scarce error, VF NH................................................(Photo) 600.00
B #593, 8c Caricature Right sheet margin mint block of ten stamps showing a rare Repellex
error, four stamps and portion of two others are printed in a milky shade of blue, full original
gum, light gum disturbance on three normal printed stamps and tiny gum wrinkle on second
stamp from top left, very scarce multiple, VF NH (R. Harris $800+)......... (Photo) Est. 750.00
PB #597aiii, 25c "Siamese Twins" Polar Bears Match set of Plate No.3 blocks of four, type II,
perf 13½, mint never hinged, seldom seen as a matched set, VF NH .................(Photo) 700.00

640

PB #614avar, 15c Mountie Mint imperforate gutter block of eight comprised of two inscription
blocks of four. Faults as do all of the very few known examples. Very rare and VF for this
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

641

#707var, 2c Columbine Horizontal strip of four, sheet margin at left, major pre-printing
paper crease on second stamp, which occurred after offset printing but before the engraved
inscriptions were applied dramatically shifted to lower left. A neat and highly unusual
multiple, VF NH ......................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00

642

643

642

#714a, 12c Parliament Mint single, printed on gummed side, very scarce and
undercatalogued, VF NH ....................................................................................(Photo) 400.00

643

#714xxvar, 12c Parliament Precancelled horizontal strip of three, with MAJOR PRINTING
SHIFT (15mm to left), right stamp only showing a small portion of design. A most appealing
and rare variety, NH ................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00+

644

B

#715var, 14c Parliament Left sheet margin block of four with MAJOR PERFORATION
SHIFT, resulting with each stamp showing a portion of four stamps, and also into the sheet
margin. A remarkable and most eye-appealing block, NH ....................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+

645

#716c, 14c Elizabeth II Mint single with red colour omitted error. An attractive and popular
Canadian modern error, XF NH.......................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

646

#726b, $1 Fundy National Park Mint single with black inscriptions omitted, scarce, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#726var, $1 Fundy National Park Left sheet margin mint block of four with major printing
& perforation shift, engraved inscriptions and perfs, both shifted 5mm to left and creating a
one-bar tagging variety. Attractive and VF NH........................................................Est. 500.00
#727a, $2 Kluane National Park Well centered mint single without silver inscriptions,
VF NH ................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

647
648

B
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649

B

#741var, 10c 1977 Christmas Mint upper right corner block of four with TRIPLE
PERFORATION error with three "H comb" perforation strike on middle column. Only ten
blocks recorded and most appealing, VF NH, ex. G.D. Mass collection
................................................................................................................ (Photo)Est. 1,000.00+

650

B

#742ii, 12c 1977 Christmas An attractive left margin mint block of four, imperforate in left
margin and half way through left stamps. A desirable modern error, VF NH ....(Photo) 800.00

651

#742ii, 12c Christmas Horizontal strip of three, left half of left stamp and left sheet margin
are imperforate. A neat modern error, VF NH....................................................(Photo) 400.00

652

#789d, (17c) Queen Elizabeth II Mint single with black inscriptions omitted and major
printing shift of the green background. A most appealing modern error, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,250.00
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653

#878i, (17c) Antique Mandora Mint single, with missing gold inscriptions, missing tagging,
and printed on the gum side. A remarkable TRIPLE MAJOR ERROR, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

654

#908a, (30c) Maple Leaf Mint imperforate coil pair with wide margins, very scarce, XF NH
............................................................................................................................ (Photo) 500.00

656

655

658

657

655

PB #918b, 2c Fishing Spear Lower left blank (as issued) corner block of eight, imperforate in
the tenth row and the bottom half of the ninth row. A remarkable modern error, very scarce
with only five such blocks known, VF NH......................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

656

#922a, 20c Ice Skates Mint single with brown colour omitted, very scarce and
undercatalogued with only 100 known, VF NH .................................................(Photo) 500.00

657

PB #924c, 32c Maple Leaf in Winter Lower left mint corner block of four, blank as issued, with
background colour and tagging completely missing. A striking and most appealing Canadian
modern error, two such blocks known, XF NH, 1998 Lyon cert. ....................(Photo) 7,100.00

658

#924c, 32c Maple Leaf in Winter Mint single with background colour and tagging omitted.
An attractive modern error, VF NH .................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00
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B

660

661

#934iiivar, $1 Glacier National Park Mint single on Harrison Paper, with engraved
inscriptions shifted 10mm to left, with "$1" & "POS/POS" completely missing and showing a
clear ALBINO print where engraved inscription should be placed. A rare and appealing
variety, VF NH ........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

B

662

#937var, $5 Point Pelee Top marginal mint block of ten stamps, with dramatic missing
colour spot on position 1-3 and some smaller spots on 4 & 5, due to an extensive Repellex
error. A stunning item, VF NH, 1989 Greene Foundation cert. ............ (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+
#950a, 30c Maple Leaf Mint imperforate pair with large even margins, very scarce, XF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 450.00
#996ii, 32c Discovery of Nickel Mint single, with "NICKEL" silver inscriptions shifted up
10mm. A nice dramatic inscription shift, VF NH ...............................................(Photo) 500.00

663

664

#926B, 36c Parliament Mint block of 70 showing a spectacular MISSING COLOUR
ERROR at the upper right corner, sixteen stamps are totally missing all colours while nine
others have portions missing. A remarkable and UNIQUE Elizabethan error, VF NH
showpiece .............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+

B

#1015var, 32c St. Lawrence Seaway Mint block of ten with MAJOR CORNER FOLD
OVER ERROR, showing a large paper tab with coloured traffic light dots at lower right. A
spectacular and certainly UNIQUE error, XF NH, ex. G.D. Mass collection
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

665

666

665

#1084var, $5 La Mauricie National Park Lower left sheet corner mint single, showing a
MAJOR PRINTING SHIFT (7mm) to right with "$5" completely missing. Only five known.
A most appealing modern variety, VF NH ............................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00+

666

#1084var, $5 La Mauricie National Park Mint single with sheet margin at foot, showing a
nice engraving printing shift (7mm to right), with the "$5" at left instead of right, rare and
attractive, VF NH........................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 400.00
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667

Catalogue Value

PE

#1104-1107, 34c Exploration of Canada (Series 1) Artist's Portfolio, containing all sketches
and oil paintings showing the preliminary work that went into designing this issue. Includes
45 sketches / drawings in pencil and coloured pencils, and five oil paintings approaching the
finished design, some showing the "34" and "CANADA" inscriptions inside the designs, all
on a variety of surfaces (vellums, papers, artboard). Also includes some FDC's and se-tenant
plate blocks signed by the artist Frederick Hagan. A UNIQUE lot. ...... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+

668
668

669

670

#1155iii, 1c Flying Squirrel Mint imperforate pair with large even margins, very scarce,
XF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
B

#1155iivar, 1c Flying Squirrel Lower right corner mint block of ten stamps, with bottom
horizontal perforations shifted 4mm up. Interesting and quite striking, VF NH
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

670

#1160iv, 10c Skunk Mint imperforate pair with large even margins, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

671

#1164c, 38c Queen Elizabeth II Mint lower right corner block of ten (2x5), containing the
rare imperforate block of four. A rare showpiece with only five such blocks known, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,750.00

672

#1164c, 38c Queen Elizabeth II Vertical strip of five with sheet margin at bottom, showing
part imperf pair, very scarce, XF NH..................................................................(Photo) 750.00
#1167xii, 39c Queen Elizabeth II Perf 13x13½, mint horizontal pair on Slate Paper,
imperforate between, faint spot of printing offset on gum mentioned for accuracy only,
VF NH ................................................................................................................(Photo) 550.00

673
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674

#1169var, 40c Flag & Mountains Single showing a strong DOUBLE PRINT variety tied by
"1991 11 VIII H4T 1A0" slogan cancel on Ville de Montreal reply envelope (sealing tape at
UR, away from stamp). The only one we have ever seen, VF.................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#1171c, 44c Walrus Mint single with perf 13½x13 change, scarce and popular, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 500.00

675

676

#1182a, $2 McAdam Railway Station Mint imperforate pair, with even margins all round,
very scarce, VF NH .........................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

677

#1194Cvar, 40c Flag Mint coil strip with blank "unprinted" pair, tagged, and two dramatic
misperforated stamps (7mm to bottom). A highly unusual and desirable error, ideal for
exhibition, NH ............................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00
PB #1250ii, 38c 1989 Canadian Infantry Regiments Match set of plate inscription blocks of
four. Imprint blocks are very scarce, due to technical difficulties encountered during the
printing, VF NH...............................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

678

679

B

680

PB #1354a, 10c Berry Left blank margin block of twenty stamps, with horizontal pair from
bottom row imperforate except along top of stamps. Only 25 pairs are known of which six are
defective. A rare modern error, XF NH ...........................................................(Photo) 1,650.00

681

#1356d, 42c Flag Mint vertical strip of four, imperforate between centre pair, from a booklet
sheet of the large experimental booklets of 50 stamps. Only 24 known, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00
#1358i, 43c Queen Elizabeth II Mint imperforate pair with large margins all round, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

682

#1292b, 39c 1990 Canadian Folklore Mint imperforate se-tenant block of four, very scarce
commemorative issue error, XF NH, ex. G.D. Mass........................................(Photo) 2,500.00

E-Mail us easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
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683

BP #1359f, 1359xx, 43c Flag & Prairie Booklet pane of 16 plus two labels from a miscut
booklet of 25 (BK154A), imperforate horizontally, perf 14½ vertically. A exceedingly rare
booklet showpiece, VF NH............................................................................(Photo) 11,000.00

684

#1362ii, 45c Flag & Office Building (Smaller format) Mint imperforate pair with sheet
margin at right, XF NH.......................................................................................(Photo) 950.00

685

B

#1362ii, 1362iii, 45c Flag & Office Building (Smaller format) An impressive mint
imperforate gutter block of twenty stamps, showing a strong double impression on left eight
stamps, XF NH (Darnell $16,000.) ................................................................(Photo) 13,100.00

686

#1375var, $1 Court House Mint single with "CANADA $1" inscriptions shifted to bottom.
A most appealing modern variety, VF NH ................................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00

687

#1376a, $2 Provincial Normal School Mint single, sheet margin at left, with OMITTED
INSCRIPTIONS. An attractive modern error, VF NH ....................................(Photo) 1,500.00
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688

S

#1442b, 42c 1992 Canada in Space Sheetlet of twenty stamps with MISSING HOLOGRAM
on the top two stamps. Very few such sheets are known as most occur on the lower two
positions. A rare Elizabethan showpiece, VF NH, 2004 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 5,000.00

689

PB #1442b, 42c 1992 Canada in Space Upper right plate inscription block of four with missing
hologram on both stamps. This block is from a sheet that had all ten holograms missing.
A rare and popular Canadian modern error, VF NH, 1993 FQP cert...............(Photo) 5,000.00
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690

#1545a, 88c Floraison Canadian Art, with gold colour omitted, position 3 from the sheet,
very rare, VF NH Photocopy of 2003 Greene Foundation cert. of the sheet from which it
originates .........................................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

691

#1683a, 47c Queen Elizabeth II Mint imperforate pair, scarce and XF NH.....(Photo) 900.00

692

S

#1969i, 48c Year of the Ram Complete plate inscription sheet of 25 stamps, with Gold
Chinese inscription omitted on five stamps (the left column). Just six sheets known with five
stamps missing gold, very scarce and VF NH, 2003 Greene Foundation cert.
...................................................................................................................... (Photo) 2,000.00+

619

622

623
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AIR MAIL & SEMI-OFFICIALS

693
694
695
696

PB #C1a, 5c Brown Olive Airmail, imperforate top Plate "OTTAWA-NoA-1 915" inscription
block of four, without gum, choice and very scarce, VF+ .......................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
B #C1a, 5c Brown Olive Airmail, imperforate mint block of four with sheet margin at left,
fresh and with full unblemished original gum, never hinged, XF NH ................(Photo) 900.00
#C1ii, 5c Brown Olive Airmail, fresh and well centered vertical mint pair, imperforate
horizontally, VF+ NH .........................................................................................(Photo) 450.00
B #C1iii, 5c Brown Olive Airmail, a fresh and well centered mint block of six, imperforate
vertically, full pristine original gum, never hinged, VF+ NH.......................... (Photo) 900.00+

697

701

698

697

#C5b, 6c Red Brown Airmail, a gorgeous fresh imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at
right, large margins, full original gum, never hinged, XF NH.........................(Photo) 1,200.00

698

#C6a, 6c Blue Airmail, imperforate mint pair, fresh, with full original gum, never hinged,
VF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

699

700

699

#C7a, 6c Deep Blue A fresh and large margined imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at
left, full original gum, never hinged, scarce, XF NH.................................... (Photo) 1,125.00+

700

#C8a, 7c Deep Blue Airmail, a lovely fresh imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at left,
large margins, full pristine original gum, never hinged, XF NH................... (Photo) 1,125.00+

701

#CE2a, 17c Bright Ultramarine A post office fresh imperforate mint pair with bottom sheet
margin, large margins, full original gum, never hinged, XF NH .................. (Photo) 1,125.00+

702

#CL2, (25c) Green Laurentide Air Service (Second Issue), a fresh mint single with full
original gum, never hinged, VF NH....................................................................(Photo) 225.00
BP #CL2, (25c) Green Laurentide, second issue, booklet pane of two, fresh mint with stamps
never hinged, light hinge mark in tab only, VF ..................................................(Photo) 450.00

703
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704
705

B

706

#CL3-CL4, (25c) Red Laurentide, fourth issue, used with split ring and partial oval blue
cancels, trivial wrinkle spot, and fifth issue mint single, rouletted at top, lightly hinged, F-VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#CL3, (25c) Red Laurentide, fourth issue, lower left corner block of four, centered, mint
never hinged, right stamps have negligible wrinkles and offset spot on gum, otherwise VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 660.00
#CL3, (25c) Red (Fourth Issue) Laurentide Airways, well centered single tied by neat boxed
Trans-Canada Flight 1925 Vancouver-Montreal handstamp in blue green, on envelope with
no stamp on front, this flight never took place, VF................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00+

707

708

707

BK #CL4a, (25c) 1924 Laurentide Air Service Fifth Issue, red, rouletted at top, complete
booklet containing all four panes, fresh and with clean and unmarked covers. Rare with only
a few complete booklets still in existence and in choice condition, XF NH . (Photo) 2,250.00+

708

BK #CL4a, (25c) Red Laurentide, fifth issue, complete booklet containing all four panes (F-VF
centering), small front cover flaw at right, otherwise a scarce intact booklet, F-VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,250.00

709

710

709

#CL5, 25c Blue Northern Air Service, tete-beche pair, unused, VF ..................(Photo) 600.00

710

#CL5a, 25c Northern Air Service Mint block of four with two tete-beche pairs, full original
gum, one stamp is lightly hinged, rest are never hinged, F-VF, 1993 APS cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

711

S

712

PB

713

P

#CL8, (25c) Elliot-Fairchild Air Service Complete mint pane of eight, showing tall "r"
variety on position 2 & 4, centered, mint never hinged, VF NH ........................(Photo) 525.00
#CL9P, (25c) Red & Yellow on White Paper Imperforate plate proof block of four on
gummed paper, never hinged, a very scarce multiple, VF NH ..................... (Photo) 1,000.00+
#CL9P, (25c) Red & Yellow on White Paper Vertical imperforate plate proof pair on
gummed paper, lower proof is NH, VF LH ..................................................... (Photo) 500.00+
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P

715

S

716
717
718

S

719

#CL9P, (25c) Black & Yellow on White Paper Vertical imperforate plate proof pair on
gummed paper, small wrinkle, VF LH............................................................. (Photo) 500.00+
#CL9, (25c) Elliot-Fairchilds Air Service Mint pane of eight, with upper right corner stamp
is inverted, fresh and never hinged, small light gum crease on position 6, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 525.00
#CL9, (25c) Blue on Yellow Background Elliot-Fairchilds Air Service, position 4 of the
pane used with neat Red Lake (JUN 3 26) split ring and grid cancels on reverse of cover
bearing a 4c Admiral also tied by grid. A scarce commercial flight cover, VF ..(Photo) 350.00
#CL11, (25c) Deep Blue Complete pane of ten, second and fourth rows are inverted,
centered, mint with five stamps never hinged, VF OG .......................................(Photo) 450.00
#CL12, (25c) Ultramarine Complete mint pane of ten (five tete-beche pairs), well centered,
fresh and never hinged, VF NH ..........................................................................(Photo) 750.00
#CL12, (25c) Ultramarine Fairchild Air Transport, complete pane of ten, with five tetebeche pairs, inverted on right, centered, fresh, one stamp lightly hinged, rest never hinged, VF
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 500.00+
720 P

#CL18P, Patricia Airways Undenominated vertical
strip of three imperforate proofs, on white paper,
purple frame, orange airplane, no inscriptions, Plate
1, very scarce multiple, VF ............ (Photo) 1,050.00

721

#CL18, (50c) Black & Red on Blue Paper Patricia
Airways, Style 2, mint never hinged single, VF NH
.......................................................... (Photo) 185.00
#CL20b, 5c Black & Red on Blue paper Patricia
Airways, Style 2, type B overprint in red, ascending,
centered, fresh mint single, VF LH ... (Photo) 300.00
#CL40, (10c) Western Canada Airways Service
Complete pane of fifty stamps, fresh mint never
hinged, trivial extraneous ink mark on bottom edge
sheet margin, F-VF NH .....................(Photo) 435.00
#CL42DP, 25c Yukon Airways Reverse Die Proof
in black on thick card (98x75mm), scarce and
attractive, VF..................................... (Photo) 450.00
#CL43, (10c) Green & Red on Yellow Paper
Patricia Airways, pane of eight, fresh mint never
hinged, small surface thin in upper left sheet margin
corner, VF NH...................................(Photo) 350.00

722
723

S

724 P
725

726

S

727

P

728

P

729
730
731
732

S

S

#CL44, 5c British Columbia Airways Complete pane of 55 stamps, rouletted, mint never
hinged, some wrinkling on three stamps, otherwise F-VF NH ...........................(Photo) 685.00
#CL47ii, (10c) Commercial Airways Ltd. Set of four proofs on thin white card, in light
carmine, deep blue, pale yellow green and mustard yellow, VF.........................(Photo) 900.00
#CL47iii, 25c Commercial Airways Ltd. "AIR FEE" Issues, set of six different coloured
imperforate proofs on thick white card, all from the lower left position of the sheet and with
Kessler guarantee handstamp. Very scarce and VF .........................................(Photo) 1,350.00
#CL48c, (10c) Black Commercial Airways, AIR FEE, imperforate vertical mint pair, VF OG
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#CL49, (10c) Purple Commercial Airways, a fresh mint never hinged single, F-VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 155.00
#CL50c, (10c) Orange Commercial Airways, a fresh imperforate horizontal mint pair, VF
LH.......................................................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#CL52, 10c Canadian Airways Surcharged complete pane of fifty stamps, fresh mint never
hinged, two small pieces of selvedge missing, spot of gum disturbance on one stamp. A
scarce intact pane, F-VF NH............................................................................(Photo) 1,250.00
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733

734

735

736

737
738

739

#CLP2, 25c Red & Black Aero Club of
Canada, with numerals of value, tete-beche
pane of two, well centered, fresh and with full
original gum, never hinged, choice, XF NH
............................................ (Photo) 2,000.00

#CLP3/CL52, Semi-Official Airmail Collection Housed on black stockpages, including
CLP3 (light crease), CL5, 6 (2), 7 (2), 8 (2; one is NH), 9 (2NH), 9b (unused), 10 (NH), 11,
13, 14, 14g, 15 (perf flaws), 16 (perf flaw at LL), 19 (one short perf), 24, 25 (NH), 25b, 25c,
26e, 28, 29a, 29c, 18 (NH; gum toning), 30 (2; one is inverted), 41, 42, 43, 45, 47a 48 pane,
50 pane (NH), 51, 52, etc., mainly F-VF OG/NH, a perfect lot for continuation
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 3,748.00
S

#CLP3, ($1) Aero Club of Canada Complete sheet of ten, ungummed, perforations
seriously separated and strengthened in some places, some soiling / ageing and missing two
selvedge pieces, nevertheless very scarce with only five sheets known to exist, Fine
appearance .......................................................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00
#CLP5/CL50, Semi-Official Flight Covers Group of twelve covers, all different Flights,
including CLP5 Estevan to Winnipeg Flight cover without ($1) black on red paper, CL13,
CL40 (3), CL42 (2; one faulty), CL46 (2), CL48 (2) and CL50, mainly F-VF Unitrade $550+
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#CLP5, ($1) Black on Red Paper Estevan-Winnipeg, a nice mint single with full original
gum, XF OG .......................................................................................................(Photo) 200.00
#CLP5, ($1) Black on Red Paper Estevan-Winnipeg, a fresh and clean used single with
Winnipeg (OCT 1 1924) CDS postmark, XF............................................ (Photo) Est. 150.00+

#CLP7, ($1) Moose Jaw Flying Club Red on white perf 11 x imperforate vertically, affixed
on reverse of Moose Jaw to Winnipeg August 17, 1928 dated Special Flight cover,
backstamped on arrival Winnipeg (8:30 PM the same day), VF and rare........(Photo) 2,000.00
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SPECIAL DELIVERY

740

#E3a, 20c Orange Special Delivery, positional imperforate mint, showing large portion of
guide arrow in bottom sheet margin, XF NH................................................... (Photo) 375.00+
#E3b, 20c Orange Well centered and fresh horizontal mint pair, imperforate vertically,
XF NH ............................................................................................................. (Photo) 375.00+
#E3c, 20c Orange Centered and fresh vertical mint pair, imperforate horizontally, VF NH
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 375.00+
#E3c, 20c Orange A very well centered vertical mint pair, imperforate horizontally, XF NH
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 375.00+

741
742
743

744

#E5a, 20c Hanna Brown Special Delivery, a fresh imperforate mint pair with full original
gum, never hinged, scarce, VF NH..................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

745

#E7a, 10c Dark Green Special Delivery, a fresh imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at
left, large margins, full original gum, never hinged, XF NH ...........................(Photo) 1,125.00

746

P

#E8DP, 20c Dark Carmine Special Delivery Large Die Proof sunk on large card
(229x153mm), "SPECIAL DELIVERY" imprint & die "X-G-673" number below. Very few
are known, XF ......................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

747

748

747

#E8a, 20c Dark Carmine A large margined and fresh imperforate mint pair, with full
pristine original gum, never hinged, XF NH................................................. (Photo) 1,125.00+

748

#E10a, 10c Green Special Delivery, a fresh imperforate mint pair with full original gum,
never hinged, VF NH.......................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00
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REGISTRATION

749

#F1-F3, 2c, 5c & 8c Registration Collection Selection of used singles and one pair in
mounts or mounted on pages, with 2c (29), 5c (10) and one 8c (sound condition). Noted
various cancels, printings, etc. Mainly Fine or better throughout, some small flaws to be
expected. ...................................................................................................................Est. 300.00

750

PB #F1, 2c Orange Registration, a post office fresh top margin plate imprint block of four,
possessing full original gum, left stamps are never hinged, others are lightly hinged, an
appealing plate block in superior quality, VF .......................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

751
751

752

752

#F2, 5c Green Registration, unused single with SPECIMEN handstamp in purple by
Receiving Postal Administration. Very rare and Fine, ex. Horace Harrison
.................................................................................................................... (Photo)Est. 500.00
B

#F2i, 5c Green Registration, a lovely fresh and well centered mint block of four, wide jumbo
margins on all stamps, a choice and scarce multiple, VF OG.............................(Photo) 780.00

753

754

753

#F3, 8c Blue Registration, a centered mint single with rich colour on bright fresh paper,
possessing full original gum. A choice stamp, VF OG .......................................(Photo) 600.00

754

#F3a, 8c Bright Blue Registration, a remarkable mint single, well centered, gorgeous post
office fresh colour and possessing full original gum that has been never hinged, XF NH
GEM, 1991 PSE cert..................................................................................... (Photo) 1,950.00+
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755

#J1b, J2b, J4b, 1c, 2c, 5c 1906 Postage Dues Set of three imperforate mint pairs, without
gum as issued, fresh colours and large margins, choice, XF......................... (Photo) 1,500.00+

756

PB #J9, 5c Dark Violet Postage Due, unusually well centered and fresh bottom Plate 1 block of
eight, full original gum, never hinged. A superb plate, rarely seen in such premium condition,
XF NH ............................................................................................................. (Photo) 675.00+

757

#J11a, 1c Dark Violet Postage Due, a post office fresh mint imperforate pair with full
pristine original gum, never hinged, F-VF NH ...................................................(Photo) 675.00

758

759

P

#J15DP/J20DP, 1c, 2c, 4c & 10c 1935 Postage Dues Large Die Proofs, without die
numbers, sunk on card (132x133mm), "CBNCo FEB 15/11 1935 Engraving Dept" handstamp
on back of 2c & 10c. The complete 1935 set as the other values were added later, XF and
rare showpiece ....................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 3,000.00+
PB #J16i, 2c Violet Postage Due on Hibrite paper, lower left Plate No.1 block of ten, VF NH
......................................................................................................................................... 200.00
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760

#MR7aiii, 2c+1c Yellow Brown Admiral War Tax, Die I, an impressive well centered and
fresh coil strip of four, possessing full pristine original gum, never hinged. Rarely seen in
such superior quality, XF NH GEM ............................................................. (Photo) 1,840.00+

761

PB #O4, 4c Dark Carmine George VI, "O.H.M.S." Official overprint, very scarce lower left
Plate No.50, fresh, almost very fine centering, full original gum, never hinged. A key plate,
F-VF NH.......................................................................................................... (Photo) 750.00+
762

#O9,
50c
Lumbering
Overprinted
P "O.H.M.S." Official, well centered and fresh
B upper left Plate No.1 block of four, mint
never hinged. A choice and key Official
plate block, VF NH ............ (Photo) 2,400.00

763

#O10, $1 Train Ferry Overprinted
P "O.H.M.S." Official, matched set of plate
B No.1 blocks of four, each plate block well
centered, fresh and with full pristine original
gum, never hinged, choice, VF NH
........................................... (Photo) 3,600.00

764

S

#O26a, 10c Furs Upper left Plate No.2 Official "G" overprinted full sheet of 50 stamps,
without "G" overprint on position 31, mint never hinged and very scarce intact sheet, F-VF
NH ................................................................................................................ (Photo) 1,500.00+

765

PB #O27, $1 Fisheries Overprinted "G" Official, matched set of plate No.1 blocks of four, each
plate block has fresh colour, well centered and with full original gum, never hinged. A choice
set, VF NH .......................................................................................................(Photo) 4,000.00

766

B

#O46a, 1c Deep Brown Cameo "G" Official, a centered mint block of four with the rare
DOUBLE overprint, K. Bileski light pencil position "46-47/56-7" numbers on back (as on all
examples), full original gum, never hinged. A very rare and key Official overprint error from
the unique sheet and the only double overprint major error on any official, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 6,000.00
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767

#O223/OE11, Extensive and Specialized Four-Hole OHMS Collection Extensive all
different collection housed in a Lindner hingeless album, with many different positions,
errors, such as with and without se-tenant pairs, doubles, triples, compound, etc. Noted better
items such as mint O242-AZ (NH), O245-A (NH), O249/O260 15 different plate blocks,
O259-A LR Plate No.1 full sheet (VF NH), O262-A&AC (NH), OC8-C UR Plate No.5 block,
OC8-CZ, OCE4-A&B Plate No.1 block (VF NH), used #O233-AE (pair), OC5-B, Special
Delivery issues, etc., including a revenue Van Dam FU24a with OHMS perfin. Plus many
items cataloguing over $100. Condition is mostly selected throughout, with many of the mint
stamps being never hinged. A difficult collection to assemble, with most of the key items
coming from the OHMS expert A. Horovenko in the 1960's. An excellent opportunity for
further specialization or study, F-VF, the outdated Wrigley catalogue value is over $24,500.
A detailed inventory is available on request. .. (See more Photos on page 178) Est. 15,000.00

768

104/E5, Department of National Defense Perfin Collection Ministry of Defense "MD"
perfin (22 stamps + pair) and National Defense "ND" perfin (100 stamps + 2 pairs) used
collection. A very rare assembly that should certainly play an important part in any Official
collection. Retail value over $17,000.00 according to Horovenko and auction prices. An
inventory list is available, F-VF, a wonderful opportunity .................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+

796

770

771

769

#OA156-A, 12c Quebec Bridge Used 5-hole "OHMS", position A, well centered stamp, light
CDS cancel, rare and undercatalogued, VF ........................................................(Photo) 450.00

770

#OA156-BS, 12c Quebec Bridge Used 5-hole OHMS Official, position B, with missing dot
in "S" on left "OHMS", nicely centered, with Toronto CDS postmark, choice and rare, VF
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 450.00+

771

#OA159-A, $1 Parliament Used 5-hole "OHMS", position A, reasonably well centered and
lightly cancelled. A difficult stamp to find, F-VF............................................ (Photo) 300.00+
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772

773

774

772

#OA174-CX, 12c Quebec Citadel Used 5-hole OHMS Official, position C, DOUBLE, with
Toronto CDS postmark, rare and unlisted, F-VF, ex. Horovenko ............. (Photo) Est. 250.00+

773

#OA175-AZ, 20c Harvesting Wheat Vertical used 5-hole OHMS pair, bottom stamp
position A, top stamp non-perforated, used with CDS postmarks, light vertical crease, of no
importance for this rarely seen and unlisted Official variety, F-VF, ex. Horovenko
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00

774

#OA176-CX, 50c Grand Pre Used 5-hole OHMS (position C; DOUBLE), with Montreal
1934 CDS postmark, rare and attractive, F-VF, ex. Horovenko.................. (Photo) Est. 300.00

775

#OA177-BS, $1 Mt. Edith Cavell Well centered 5-hole
OHMS Official (position B) used single, lightly cancelled,
showing the missing dot in "S" variety on left OHMS. A
choice example of this notoriously difficult stamp, rare and
unlisted position in Wrigley, XF...........(Photo) Est. 500.00

776
778

777

776

#OA196-DZ, 2c Brown Vertical 5hole "OHMS" pair, with position D on
top stamp (small light corner crease)
and non-perforated on bottom stamp,
very scarce and unlisted in Wrigley,
F-VF................... (Photo) Est. 250.00+

777

#OA212-AXZ, 2c Duke of York
Vertical used 5-hole "OHMS" pair,
position A, DOUBLE, on bottom stamp
and non-perforated on top stamp, rare
and unlisted in Wrigley, VF
............................ (Photo) Est. 300.00+

778

#OA218-AZ, 2c Brown Vertical 5-hole "OHMS" pair, with position A on bottom stamp and
non-perforated on top stamp, very scarce and unlisted in Wrigley, VF.... (Photo) Est. 250.00+
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#OA231-OA236, 1c to 8c King George VI Specialized collection of five-hole O.H.M.S.
perfins, includes positions, doubles, with and without pairs, etc., we note several items not
listed in the Wrigley Specialized Catalogue, would easily retail over $2,000.00 if purchased
singly, F-VF, a very nice lot .............................................................................. Est. 1,000.00+

780

781

780

#OA246-AZ, 1c Royal Visit Vertical used 5-hole "OHMS" pair, position A on top stamp and
non-perforated on bottom stamp, two light creases, insignificant for this very rare item,
unlisted in Wrigley, VF ............................................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00+

781

#OA247-BS, 2c War Memorial Upper right Plate No.2-1 horizontal used 5-hole "OHMS"
pair, very scarce position B, showing missing perf in "S" in the centre "OHMS" perforation.
Very rare and desirable, F-VF .................................................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00+

782

PB #OCE1-OCE2, 16c & 17c Ultramarine Airmail Special Delivery, both values in lower left
Plate No.1 blocks of four, centered, fresh, bottom stamps are NH, VF and scarce
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00+

783

#PWF2, Prisoner of War Free Franks Four margined single with "P/W" in small type, tied
by "BASE APO (?) 29/43" CDS postmark on a Royal Canadian Mounted Police piece. Very
rare in used condition, choice and XF......................................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00
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HECHLER OVERPRINTS

784

Henry Hechler Postal Stationery Collection A wonderful HENRY HECHLER
SPECIALIZED COLLECTION of 37 postal stationery envelopes and cards, plus 18 cut
squares, most with various types of Hechler "SERVICE" overprints. We noted a Second
Louis Riel Rebellion cover "SWIFT CURRENT, ASSA JU 9/85" to Nova Scotia, a 1879 card
to Egypt with Tobacco business logo, 1c blue stationery (Webb Type A3 in Black & Type C1
in blue, creating a double crest & SERVICE overprint on stamp - very scarce), a 2c Small
Queen bisect on piece. All 23 Hechler items in the Horace Harrison's sale at Lee (2/2001;
realized over $5,600) are present, among the other nice items. An impossible lot to duplicate
and a great opportunity for the specialist, VF ........................................ (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+

785

E

1c Blue Queen Victoria, entire postal stationery envelope Essay, small letters, on white wove
paper, top backflap still retaining its full original gum. Rare with only a few in existence, XF
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00

786

P

#U15DP, 1c Yellow Green Edward VII, Die Proof on thick white wove, almost card stock,
74x84mm. Rarely offered, XF, undervalued (Webb EN16-P3).................. (Photo) Est. 700.00
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P

#U42P-U44P, 1c, 2c, 3c Arch Issue Set of three proofs in pairs, wide setting - horizontal
spacing 18mm, on chalk coated white wove, ungummed, attractive, XF ... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#UO64, 8c Black Sony Centennial Alaska Highway Private Order Multiple part invoice
form, with April 26, 1972 Winnipeg roller cancel, showing printing flaw on "NAD" of
"CANADA" on stamp. Also includes used forms before and after the experimental 8c
stamped forms were printed. A rare postal stationery item, especially in used condition, VF
(Webb MF3) .......................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

788

789

790

#UX36, 6c on 2c Blue Admiral postal stationery card, Type 17, Die B, used with Vancouver
(APR 29/1925) slogan cancellation, addressed to Hungary, with Hungarian handwritten
message on back. A unusual destination for this properly used in period card, rare and
appealing, VF (Webb P36 $500+) .............................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00

B

CANADA CITY PRECANCELS #TORONTO 12-112, 5c Violet Admiral, wet printing,
Style 12, showing a dramatic precancel printing shift on a block of eight from right edge of
the sheet, where the lower right stamp is missing the precancel, unused with full original
gum, never hinged. A great precancel rarity, VF NH ................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00
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CANADA REVENUES
791

#BCL38a, 30c Orange Law Stamp (Eighth Series), mint never hinged horizontal strip of
five, imperforate between fourth and fifth stamp, appealing, VF NH....... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
#BCL40a, $1 Blue Law Stamp (Eighth Series), mint never hinged horizontal strip of five,
imperforate between first and second stamp, attractive, VF NH................. (Photo) Est. 200.00

792

793
793

B

794

795

794

#BCL63b, $1 Blue Law Stamp (13th Series) on Security Paper, a fresh and large margined
imperforate block of four with horizontal gutter margin. A great block, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#FSC13, 10c Blue King George V Supreme Court, perf 12, a fresh used single, almost very
fine centering, with neat punch cancel. Among the scarcest revenue stamps, F-VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

P

5c Province of Quebec Law Stamp A spectacular plate proof block of twelve overprinted
"L.C." in red, printed in blue on card mounted india paper, with two full plate inscriptions and
"FIVE CENTS" counter in the top margin, this value was never issued and blue was not used
for any of the other values, VF and rare .................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00
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796

E

30c Canada Supreme Court Attractive plate essay block of twelve on card mounted india
paper, printed in green and overprinted "S" in red, with two full plate inscriptions and
THIRTY CENTS" counter in the top margin, intended for use in the Supreme Courts of
Upper and Lower Canada but was never issued, a rare item, VF............. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

797

P

30c Canada Supreme Court Plate essay pair as above, the overprint is inverted on the right
hand stamp (plate position 27), a rare major error, VF showpiece ............. (Photo) Est. 500.00

798

799

798

#SE4, 50c Scarlet Saskatoon Electrical Inspection, a fresh mint single, from left edge of the
sheet, unused with part original gum (adherence on gum), VF and rare, ex. Gaudio Note: Van
Dam catalogue indicates this issue being without gum. We are confident the gum is original.
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

799

#SE5, $1 Scarlet Saskatoon Electrical Inspection, an attractive and fresh unused single from
left edge of the sheet, without gum as issued, rare in choice condition and VF, ex. Gaudio
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

800

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

#SL10var, $5 Black on Green Law Stamp (First Printing), used
single with INVERTED SCROLL, position 1 of the sheet, used
with "J" punch cancellation, small toning spot on back, of no
importance for the rare stamp, VF, ex. Gaudio
..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
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801

#SL11, $10 Brown on Yellow Law Stamp (First Printing), a remarkable fresh mint single on
bright fresh paper, possessing full pristine original gum that is never hinged. Very rare in
such superior quality, F-VF NH, ex. Gaudio, 1987 Greene Foundation cert.
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

802

#SL11, $10 Brown on Yellow Law Stamp (First Printing), used single from left edge of the
pane, showing thick letters in "LAW & "ST" (position 6), punch cancelled, light crease but
very seldom seen, Fine..................................................................................... (Photo) 500.00+

803

804

805

803

#SL12, $20 Black on Red Law Stamp (First Printing), position 8, a lovely fresh mint single,
possessing full original gum that is never hinged, rare in choice condition, F-VF NH,
ex. Gaudio, 1987 Greene Foundation cert. ............................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

804

#SL12, $20 Black on Red Law Stamp (First Printing), bottom sheet of the sheet (position
24), "R" punch cancellation, well centered and rarely seen in choice condition, XF,
ex. Gaudio........................................................................................................ (Photo) 500.00+

805

#SL17b, 75c Black on Red Law Stamp (Second Printing), used single from bottom edge of
the sheet, nicely centered, showing the "Ccnts" printing error (position 23), used with "J"
punch cancels. Rare and most desirable, VF, ex. Gaudio, 1987 Greene Foundation cert.
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

806

#SL31a, $10 Black on Green Background Well centered mint single, from right edge of the
sheet, with zeros same size as "1" variety, full original gum, light hinge mark, rare and
choice, VF+ LH, ex. Gaudio............................................................................ (Photo) 550.00+
Extensive Revenue Collection Balance of over 850 items in four Van Dam revenue albums,
includes a good run of Federal Issues with bill stamps, gas, electric, weights & measures,
Supreme Courts, war tax, excise, etc., also good Provincials with strength in Ontario and
Saskatchewan, some flaws here and there as always but generally an above average lot with
plenty of F-VF stamps, a worthwhile lot ...................................................... (Photo) 8,300.00+

807
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ALBERTA WILDLIFE CERTIFICATES

808

809

808

#AW26, $100 Brown Big Game / Non-Resident Alien, affixed on a 1965 Alberta Wildlife
Certificate (Form No.290). The first we have seen, rare and desirable, VF (Photo) Est. 500.00

809

#AW41, $100 Yellow Big Game / Non-Resident Alien, affixed on a 1966 Alberta Wildlife
Certificate Form WA 28 (290), some usual creases at top on the permit; stamp is sound. First
time we have ever seen it, rare and desirable, F-VF ................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

810

Consignment as Received Predominately mint issues from the George V era. Noted mint
never hinged Admiral issues, including 115, 117, 120, coil pairs, 136, MR3a (LH), plus many
mint 1c-10c singles with printings and shades, Arch issues (NH) coil line pairs and strips of
four.some with Cockeyed King variety, plus three used 1859 10c Consort, a few Edward VII
issues, etc. Mainly Fine to Very Fine OG/NH throughout.......................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#56/O3i, Mint Selection on Cards Various issues, noted mint never hinged #56, 76, 114,
115, 198i, 203, 249-262 (plus a LH set), 268-273, E2, J3, O1i-O4i, etc., also Newfoundland
used #C2 and mint #C3h, mainly F-VF NH/LH ....................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+

CANADA LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS

811
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